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ABSTRACT
This thesis undertakes an architectural investigation of urban apartment dwelling 
in the context of the increasingly globalised conditions of the 21st century. Building 
out of my own living experiences in Central Auckland, the project speculates on the 
limits of individual autonomy and forms of psychical restraint as these play out in 
generic high-rise settings. Apartment dwelling, commonly amongst the most limited 
of dwelling types at the level of floor space, spatial complexity, access, and outlook, 
offers, particularly at the lower cost and rental ends of the market, a generic template 
into which the lived complexity of its dwellers must fit. 

The reductive nature of these templates catalyses a parallel sameness in our cities. 
Life, sanitised, tightly tailored to gridded facades and concrete floor plates, and staked 
up to impossible heights builds in an insisting distance—distance from each other, 
distance from selves, distance from a certain agency to remake and mark differently 
the urban places we invest our lives in. Within these cities of reductive distance lie 
further realms of exclusion and scopic control—apartment interiors atomised and 
isolated, all the more so given their forced proximity. As such, this research explores 
such dwellings as condensers for, and carries of, the forces of globalisation - forces 
that work over, not just abodes, but the psychic and corporal routines comprising 
contemporary life. 

This thesis asks what it would take to make such reductive templates liveable, and 
further, what liveable might mean in a hyper-commodified domain running from the 
most intimate to the most enormous of scales. The proposition explored here is that 
architecture, itself no less free of commodifying reference, might nevertheless play a 
countering role, one that turns the generic and the stereotypical against itself, opening 
up, in turn, a degree of imaginative free-play that may enrich occupation. Michel de 
Certeau has referred to such countering as tactical operations, a making-do with what 
exists to better redefine what can be made of existing.1 Working through a range of at 
least partially non-synchronous practices including film, photography, narrative writing, 
physical and digital modelling, and media conventions in architecture, the project 
speculates on the potential for counter-realities and paradoxes in urban life to be 
mobilised in the service of dwelling-modes in excess of mere surviving.

This process culminates in an architectural speculation of a generic apartment 
complex in Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland—the one I find myself living in. Working 
through the tensions between an interior renovation and a building scale adaption, the 
apartments are transformed into a world of tactical opportunities fitted to a cast of 
fictionalised characters that together perform, in human and architectural senses, the 
radical social diversity and transformative potential that urban life offers. The resulting 
interactions between character and architecture consciously invokes a runaway 
condition in which the building itself takes on a life of its own, whereby challenging 
both the reductive spatial practices of the city, as well as the interactions of the body 
and psyche within our rapidly globalising conditions. 

Ultimately, the thesis presents a vision for an expressive, tactical urban architecture, 
one that calls for a practice of emancipatory free play, seeing the existing generic 
architectures of the globalising city reclaimed by its residents through an imaginative 
engagement.

1  Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, xix
Figure 2. Interior reflections 01, photo
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INTRODUCTION
Detachment, it seems, is a most natural response to the capital-centric, globalised 
present context. The global condition has become so difficult to visualise or predict, 
that it is simply easier to ignore than to cognitize the shaping of daily life by forces 
at the limit of imagination. The 21st century presents a world interconnected by 
vast communication networks whose ephemeral latticework permits the transfer of 
information and capital at ever increasing speeds and magnitudes, but at the price of 
an insistent digitalisation, one that leaves less and less play for analogue existence. 
This drive of the digital liquifies the scales of the body and the immediate tactility 
of daily life, feeding it into massive apparatuses of circulation and exchange that 
dwarf the rhythms of actual day-to-day living. For cultural theorist Peter Sloterdijk, 
this digital condensing carries to completion the earlier ambitions of empire and 
colonial interlacing, enacting what amounts to a “world interior of capital’2 in which 
the forces of globalisation, consistent with the image of the globe itself as an orb 
or sphere, draws inward “everything that was once on the outside”.3 With such total 
interiorisation, the existence of an ‘outside’ is left only as a thing to be imagined. 

This thesis was born from an uncertainty of how to operate within such an interiorising 
totality. What space remains for myself, as an individual in a state of becoming, as 
witness to growing senses of dissonance and cynicism, even in those I hold dear, or as 
a student hesitant in their role and future, not only within the sphere of the architectural 
profession, but in the encircling globe itself now a figure of crisis? Bearing all this, the 
research undertaken here presents an inquiry enacted at the intersection between 
architecture and social critique. While hardly an unfamiliar position historically, I was 
drawn to ask what role architectural practices may play in resisting the enveloping 
forces of globalisation in the 21st century, or at least to consider how these forces can 
be brought into question. 

The thesis then spans vastly divergent scales, but centres itself in a realm that 
embodies the up-close tensions transmitted by the world interior - the generic 
apartment complex, itself a dwelling typology central to urban life in the 21st century 
and of growing prevalence in Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland. The generic apartment 
as I experience it was examined from the early stages of research, precisely due to 
its ubiquitous ordinariness offering a straightforward means of grounding otherwise 
abstract critical and spatial speculations.4 

To the extent that the research investigates a link between a local experience within 
the apartment typology, and the enveloping forces of globalisation it exists within, it 
is its reductive qualities that have been of key concern. The apartment is read as an 
embodiment of the kinds of generic space mass-produced within urban centres. Marc 
Augé, for instance, defines such generic outcomes as “non-places”, locales emptied of 
memory, history or enduring reference.5 He sees in them places given over to average 
users, for limited purposes—in essence, places to pass through on the way somewhere 
else.6 

2  Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of Capital, 12
3  ibid.
4  I have lived in apartment buildings within Auckland’s CBD since moving from Wellington five years 

ago - it is the typology from which I have come to know the city.
5  Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, 77-70.
6  ibid. 100-101.

Figure 4. Interior reflections 02, photo
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Following this, the act of looking is explored as an enforcer of both distance and 
scopic control, mirroring the tensions of the 21st century. The research finds the 
apartment dwelling to be a subject to these intrusive acts of looking, making ties to 
Alfred Hitchcock’s film Rear Window (1954) and the acts of inspection which pervade 
the apartment’s interior. The consequences uncovered in such a condition is the 
failure to maintain the kind of private interior life, both spatial and psychic, necessary 
for sustaining enriched and fulfilling daily operations. A key reference is made on 
this notion to Gaston Bachelard, who speculated that the most essential function of 
the dwelling is to shelter the act of daydreaming, to allow its inhabitants the freedom 
to engage in imaginative acts.8 To this extent, the apartment is conceptualised as a 
typology of dwelling which resists the imagination, rather than sheltering, by means 
of disallowing the richness of interior life necessary to sustain it. Utilising Michel 
de Certeau’s notion of tactics, described as a practice of resistance which counters 
otherwise overbearing forces by reworking a given condition,9 seeking opportunities 
in unexpected places, the thesis begins to speculate on ways that architecture might 
provide a similar resistance. Through a tactical engagement with the apartment 
interior, the research initiates an exploration of the possible means of engagement 
within the apartment, speculating on the possibility of an escape from its conditions by 
either a projective, outward movement, or an inward, sheltering one. 

Part Two further explores resistive practices through an engagement with mixed-
media making processes, uncovering a means to rebalance the apartment’s reductive 
conditions through imaginative acts. With reference to several key precedents, 
explorations undertaken in model making, photography, projection mapping, film, 
animation and static image became a means of unpacking forms of imaginative 
resistance possible within the apartment dwelling and the wider urban fabric. What 
is found through this practice is that, while a complete escape from the insistent 
conditions of the apartment dwelling and the broader global interior it reflects may be 
impossible, there remains the possibility of rebalancing and reworking what is given 
in order to attend to the diverse methods of operation necessary for an enrichment 
of daily life. A key reference is made on the notion of balance, drawing parallels to 
philosopher Henri Maldiney’s assertion that a certain psychic balance is necessary to 
maintain what he terms a state of openness – the ability to be surprised and enriched 
by the encounters of day-to-day life, a state which requires precisely the kind of 
imaginative potency which the generic apartment resists. As such, the thesis finds 
an urgent need to attend to the imaginative capacities of the apartment’s occupants, 
and begins to speculate on how the generic architecture of the apartment may be 
tactically reworked to accommodate for the diversity of occupancy necessary to 
sustain imaginative, tactical, and resistive practices. To this end, the dwelling is 
conceptualised as an extended and mobile continuum, allowing its occupants to 
balance between modes of dwelling in order to meet their idiosyncratic needs. 

A key methodology uncovered through the methods of making that were undertaken 
is one of narrativization and characterisation, as practices of imaginatively remaking 
and recalling the experienced conditions of the city and its occupants. Narrativisation 
is viewed as a resistive tool which presents alternate visions of urban life, revealed 
through snippets of image and writing inspired by my own anecdotal observations of 
expressive territory-making employed by the city’s occupants. 

8  Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 6
9  Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, xix

While hotel rooms comprise an archetypal non-place for Augé, the generic nature 
of the apartment offers a comparable template, the dwelling within being subject 
to external powers built contractually into its occupancy. Its interiors are pervaded 
by body corporate rules, contract clauses, and inspection agents.7 Within both the 
apartment typology and the broad interior of global capitalism, any agency held by 
individuals is contestable and contingently maintained. In linking the reductive and 
intrusive conditions defining apartment occupancy with broader notions of world 
interiorisation under late-capitalism, the question of how to maintain agency and 
richness in dwelling under these increasingly encompassing conditions is pressing. 
This thesis proceeds with the assumption that an expanded, expressive architectural 
framework is necessary to counter the non-place limitations defining normative 
occupancy, and to speculatively assert an alternative, resistive means of place-
dwelling. 

Much of this thesis was developed while necessarily confined within the very typology 
of dwelling the research takes issue with. The continuation of an unrelenting global 
pandemic resulted in a period of isolation within the apartment that would last over 
100 days, during which bitter-sweet solace was found in a reflection on the rhythms 
of daily life that were once taken for granted. Gazing out from the apartment window 
at the world beyond became an impulsive act, a reflection of longing for anything that 
might provide an escape from life in the interior. I could often catch others doing the 
same–meandering on the threshold between balconies and interiors, wearily peering 
through gaps in curtains, or unashamedly poised in nothing but underwear in front of 
open blinds. Occasionally this disjointed collective of observers would synchronise– 
a blaring car alarm, a quarrel carried through open windows, or sudden downpours 
of rain would have a curious face emerging from every other dwelling, their gazes 
reaching out across the void, mingling where their bodies couldn’t. 

I continue to be fascinated by the capacity of the city to induce these moments, 
instances where the imagination takes hold and offers paths of escape. The potency 
of the imagination comes to play a central role in the thesis, explored as a crucial 
means of rebalancing an insistent present held within reductive conditions. This will be 
discussed in detail later, but I thought it fitting to introduce it briefly here as to illustrate 
the urgency of the motivations behind this research. Consequently the research 
is selfish in some ways– as much as this thesis aims to develop and progress an 
architectural critique arrived at speculatively, it became a means for myself to search 
for an escape, at a time when imaginative escape was needed the most. 

The thesis proceeds through three parts, working through both reflective and 
generative acts. Titled, “From Blasé to the implicated”, “Rebalancing an unimaginative 
city”, and “Imagination unleashed”, these parts build toward a speculative reframing 
of the generic apartment complex, one that in driving it to the limits of what can 
be sustained generically, intends a broader characterisation and contesting of the 
complexities of the global condition. In summary:

Part One provides an investigation of the impacts of global capitalism and begins to 
examine the need for resistive engagement. This begins with a literature review of key 
resources and writers that have discussed the effects of globalisation, examining its 
implications on the psyche and spatial practice. 

7  Inspecting agents, acting on behalf of a unit’s owners, are authorised to enter a tenant’s rented unit at 
regular intervals and record the conditions of the dwelling, ensuring its compliance with body corpo-
rate rules and the unit owner standards. They are required by law to notify the occupants on upcoming 
inspections, although anecdotally this does not always take place - I have been surprised on numerous 
occasions by unannounced inspectors with master-key access.
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Characterisation, as a practice of figuring the performers which colour these 
narratives, sees the city’s occupants as constantly mobile, engaging in imaginative, 
tactical practices even when not overtly observed. By applying a practice of 
characterisation to the architectural speculation of the apartment, the thesis aims 
to extend a similar sense of constant transformation and unpredictability to the 
otherwise determinant practice of architectural representation. 

Part Three presents a speculative re-making of the generic apartment complex, one 
that exhibits a range of interventions and mobile elements aiming to enliven and 
complexify the façade and interior conditions. These interventions demonstrate 
the extent to which a reductive environment can be poached, or turned on itself in 
transformative ways. Sought here has been an equilibrium between, on one hand, 
the outward characterising of apartments according to performative, interactive 
expression, and on the other, the deepening of an inner, sheltering domain sufficient 
to sustain psychical and corporal consolidation. Across this span I have conceived 
of four distinct zones of interaction - the Bodily Interior, the Escape Machine, the 
Transversal, and the Anonymous. These zones serve to elongate and diversify the 
threshold between interior and exterior, creating the opportunity for the kind of 
adaptive, tactical, and transformative inhabitation necessary in a reductive globalised 
context. Despite the individual activation and articulation of these zones, the project 
was drawn to orchestrate these articulatory moves in an overarching sense. To this 
end an outside operator overseas, or at least intermittently enters into the play of 
façade elements. Consistent with the narrative figures articulated across the project, 
this outside character I have termed the Crane Operator. Enacting a role similar to 
that of a caretaker, the Crane Operator is both of the building but resident above and 
beyond the dwellers and dwelling units. They assume a mediating role, but also a 
reflective one, conceived as a means to personify and spatialise the paradoxes built 
into the speculation. Overall, the speculation attempts to highlight ways in which 
architecture may be resistive, but also presents the limitations the practice has in 
being truly subversive to an enveloping condition that supports its existence. 

Figure 5. Interior reflections 03, photo



PART ONE: 
FROM BLASÉ TO THE IMPLICATED

Figure 6. A reductive city 17
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generated by the then newly emerging metropolis, individuals are forced to adapt, not 
just in their lived routines, but at the level of their subjectivity. Simmel argues that a 
blasé persona or “protective organ”14 is necessary to block excessive stimuli of the 
city. In partitioning off such disturbances by way of this indifferent front, a separation 
is generated from the more authentic “depths of the personality”15, itself a place for 
sheltering the psyche. Key then in Simmel’s portrayal of the blasé personality type is 
that indifference is cover for a distancing inward of a counter-psychical life, with both 
being reactive responses which make urban acceleration and intensity liveable.

While Simmel’s observations dating from the early 1900s are useful for orientating any 
discussion on correspondence between the urban and subjectivity, the nature of the 
urban has itself changed across the intervening years. As both Berardi and Sloterdijk 
point out, contemporary life, carried within and by forces of globalisation, deepen the 
demands imposed by increasingly commercialised stimuli; the latter no longer stopped 
by a blasé front, they invade even the depths of the personality. Berardi describes 
the contemporary condition as a communications overload, where a “constant 
mobilisation of attention is essential to the productive function” of commodification 
and its complex of sign systems.16 As he explains:

Productive life is overloaded with symbols that not only have an operational 
value, but also an affective, emotional, imperative or dissuasive one. These 
signs cannot work without unleashing chains of interpretation, decoding, 
and conscious responses.17

Assailing the human organism are more nuanced and provoking forms of stimulus. 
Global capitalism now produces conditions that demand constant engagement, to 
such an extent that it imposes on the privacy of the individual in its deepest sense.
The digitalisation of daily life is instrumental in the expansion of these growing 
demands, making it all the more difficult for any sense of privacy or agency within the 
interiorising nature of global capitalism. As Berardi describes:

We can have access to the modalities of digital telecommunications 
from everywhere and at all times, and in fact we have to, since this is the 
only way to participate in the labour market. We can reach every point in 
the world but, more importantly, we can be reached from any point in the 
world…

Juridical rules are constantly devised in order to protect citizen’s privacy, 
forgetting that privacy represents not only the right not to be watched, but 
also the right to refuse to watch and to be continually exposed to watching 
and hearing what we would rather not see or hear.” 18

What is illustrated here is the apparent impossibility of the ability to opt out of the 
world interior of capital, with the capital-centric forces of globalisation augmented 
by the speeds of the digital casting a blanket over even the depths of the individual. 
The resulting condition is one where privacy and agency is constantly contested, as 
Sloterdijk notes - “we can now make one another as unhappy from afar as was once 
possible only among next-door neighbours.”19

14  Simmel, “The Metropolis and Mental Life”, 326
15  Ibid.
16  Berardi, The Soul at Work, 107
17  Ibid.
18  Ibid.
19  Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of Capital, 13

1.1 A Globalising Condition

The local context of Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland, as isolated from the global stage 
as it may feel from geographic and socio-cultural standpoints, is nonetheless 
increasingly exposed to the forces of globalisation prevalent in the 21st century. A 
desire to understand how these forces are experienced from within a local context, 
in its implications for the psyche of the individual, the flows of daily life, and for 
spatial practices, informed the scope of the initial research. I will begin by outlining 
globalisation as it has been explored in the social sciences, particularly because these 
perspectives are useful for grasping how the shaping of urban life in the 21st century 
has parallel effects on the psyche. Following this, its ties to the spatial practice, along 
with the typology of the generic apartment complex, will be examined. 

Globalisation is thought of as problematic because of its invasive nature. This is 
explored in the writings of Franco Berardi, Henri Lefebvre, and Peter Sloterdijk, who 
describe the effects of globalisation on the psyche. Sloterdijk’s depiction of the 
interiorising nature of capitalism at a global scale is consistent with aspects of French 
philosopher Henri Lefebvre’s observations, who describes the forces of capitalism as 
not only encompassing, but also invasive of the human body. As he notes: 

It has often been said: ‘Capitalism makes masters and slaves, the rich and 
the poor, the propertied and the proletariat…’. This is not wrong, but it does 
not suffice for measuring the evil power of capital. It constructs and erects 
itself on a contempt for life and from this foundation: the body, the time of 
living.10 

Lefebvre notes that the commodifying forces of capitalism, capable of shaping and 
augmenting our social fabric, also challenges the agency of the body itself. The body 
and psyche are contested, encircled by forces which aim to commodify everything 
in the pursuit of expansion. In line with Sloterdijk’s world interior of capital, which 
encloses and intrudes upon everything including the agency of the human organism, 
globalisation is seen as a condition which threatens to disrupt the body and psyche to 
the extent where “being human becomes a question of spending power”11. Additionally, 
agency or freedom itself is reduced to “the ability to choose between products for the 
market - or to create such products oneself.”12  For Berardi, this commodification of the 
individual’s very identity creates an enourmous strain on the psyche, where one must 
competitively differentiate themselves from those that surround them. Expansive 
commodifying forces, as he explains, systematically transform all others into “a 
competitor and therefore an enemy.”13

 
With this said, I would like to introduce the contemporary city, the containers of urban 
life, as key the research. The city is important to this thesis because it is true to my 
own local conditions, but also because it presents a landscape where the issues 
surrounding the invasive nature of globalisation are highlighted.

In thinking about the impact of urban life on the psyche, Georg Simmel’s 1903 essay, 
The Metropolis and Mental Life, is key for thinking the connection between urban life 
and the human psyche. He suggested that in order to cope with the inordinate stimulus 

10  Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis, 52
11  Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of Capital, 12
12  Ibid.
13  Berardi, The Soul at Work, 80
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1.2 Scopic Fields and the Loss of Distance

The apartment window offers voyeuristic views into the interior lives of others. 
However, in choosing to engage in such viewing, the occupant also exposes 
themselves as something to be viewed. The window as a frame for viewing has been 
explored as a key motif, illustrating the intrusive nature of the city fabric remade 
by globalisation. An engagement with film as a representational technique further 
explores the notions of intrusion, looking, and privacy.

Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window (1954) explores complex viewer-actor relationships 
typified by apartment living. A manipulation of expectations around urban outlook 
is key in the opening of the film where a benign array of everyday actions seen from 
the window of the protagonist, a recuperating photographic journalist, is abruptly 
transformed by a sequence of actions that appear to show the aftermath of a murder. 
Wheelchair-bound, the protagonist’s interactions with the world are reduced to a 
habitual looking out of the apartment window, an allegory for the lens-based viewing 
that he is accustomed to. Hence the opening sequence, via a continuous roaming 
shot, offers a microcosm of the larger external city via voyeuristic views in which 
neighbouring occupants are presented as stereotyped characters–“Miss Lonely 
Hearts, Miss Torso, composer-musician, the newlyweds, etc”20 This sequence of 
framed views from inside the dwelling establishes the practice of looking as an act of 
distancing, in that the world beyond the window can only be understood partially and 
in fragments, never in its entirety. As the film progresses though, Hitchcock gradually 
shifts the perspectives so that the suspected murderer, having been the focus of the 
viewing, is alerted to the protagonist’s scrutiny who himself becomes the viewed. The 
act of viewing shifts from being distanced and detached to one of being implicated 
and entangled. The plot in turn shifts with the protagonist being drawn into the scopic 
drama as another potential victim.

In this way, film’s climax offers an inversion of the opening sequence, such that the 
gaze of the camera (and that of the audience) is directed back through the window. 
The protagonist, joined in violence as a consequence of being caught looking, is 
viewed by the audience who now watches from the outside. In this way, Hitchcock 
presents a “full circle from voyeuristic pleasure to voyeuristic pain”21 –with the window 
being the critical pivot point around which this transformation takes place.

In the context of the 21st century, viewing itself is not limited by physical distance—the 
views one might experience at the window say. Advances in digital technologies and 
communication networks create a condition in which distance is virtually reduced to 
nothingness, leaving in its place what Sloterdijk describes as a “space of gathering, 
connection and compaction that surrounds us as the technical environment”22 that 
replaces the natural order of “distance, separation and placement”23. This loss of 
distance and separation is central to Sloterdijk’s critique of globalisation, in which he 
describes a once expansive global landscape reduced to a “network of intersection 
points and lines that amount to nothing other than connections between two 
computers any given distance apart.” 24 

20  Strauss, Hitchcock’s Objects as Subjects, 144
21  Belton, Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window., 12
22  Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of Capital, 251
23  Ibid. 
24  Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of Capital, 12

Given this reconditioning of how privacy is experienced, this research has sought to 
understand how such conditions play out in the contemporary apartment complexes– 
the most ubiquitous of urban housing types. The apartment dwelling houses the 
compromised psyche, and in certain ways consistent with Auge’s understanding 
of how non-places condition acceptable personalities (as opposed to volatile or 
unpredictable ones), the blasé subject of old in a sense moves off the street and 
takes up residence inside. This at least would be the contractual preconditions by 
which apartment renters, for example, take up residence – with divergence from 
acceptable habitation norms prohibited. This produces a complex picture in which, 
on one hand, it is no longer possible to completely shield oneself from external forces 
(for the forces necessitating a blasé response run all the way inside), but on the other, 
commodifying tensions applied at psychical levels demand modes of difference and 
self-differentiation undercutting indifference itself.  To help clarify this complexity, 
I examine tensions present in the apartment, resulting in the recognition of two key 
motifs – what I have characterised as the scopic window, and the contested interior.

Figure 7. Still images from opening sequence of Hitchcock’s Rear Window (1954), film
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In comparison to the global network of digital communications, the window pales as 
a viewing apparatus. It is now possible to view and be viewed alongside countless 
individuals across the globe, laid out across Instagram’s grid of square ‘windows’ say, 
or captured in high-definition video in real time and broadcast live to anyone curious 
enough to peer through their computer monitors. Daily life is saturated with these 
views through new, augmented ‘windows’—phones, televisions, smartwatches, and 
tablets become the “windows on the world”25 through which we can instantly view 
anything from deadly conflicts across the globe, to the inner workings of our own 
bodies represented by daily step counts and resting heart rates. 

If Rear Window reflects both the risks and the rights accompanying the act of viewing 
and being viewed, the conditions of the 21st century further exaggerate the invasive 
and potentially destabilising consequences of looking. How do you operate in a 
condition where it is increasingly difficult to opt out of, or avoid, looking and being 
looked at?

In the creation of an experimental installation presented through a short film, the 
present conditions of a global, saturated net of viewing were explored from within 
my own apartment, expanding on Hitchcock’s figuration of the window as a viewing 
apparatus (see Figure 8). Utilising live video feedback, projection mapping, and video 
manipulation, the short film explores a compromising of conventional interior-exterior 
relationships. 

With a camera directed out of the apartment window, the view outward was captured 
and then projected back into the apartment’s interior. In relation to Rear Window, it 
captures both an outward and inward looking at once - The interior is reimagined as no 
longer discontinuous from the exterior, or the view from the window. As more layers 
of live projection were overlaid over the scene, the imagery generated by this viewing 
begins to overwhelm the interior, engulfing the frame. The window as an apparatus for 
looking is augmented by this multiplication of the finite views offered through it. The 
installation aimed to capture life within an interior disrupted by an ever-present, scopic 
field. Even in the most self-enclosed moments of daily life—in this case, the actions 
leading up to sleeping, the interior may be exposed to the acts of looking, even with 
drawn blinds. Rather than being enclosed within the interior, the urban dwelling of the 
21st century is in ways always exposed to the exterior - the implications of which, as 
well as the potential that may be contained within such a condition, will be explored in 
the following chapters.

25  Teyssot, A Topology of Everyday Constellations, 273

Figure 8. Stills from short film, Exterior/Interior



1.3 Contested Interiors

The apartment interior is further subject to more overt intrusions. Restrictions are 
placed on the acts of dwelling itself, in the form of Body Corporate restrictions and 
caveats - rules placed on access and activity in the hopes of maintaining a certain 
standard of safety and comfort. In the case of rented apartment units, additional layers 
of restrictions placed by unit owners must be navigated - ‘STRICTLY NO PETS’ and ‘NO 
SMOKERS’ are slogans often seen on TradeMe advertisements for vacant apartments. 
Further layers of restriction impose more directly on the acts of dwelling. In the case 
of my own rented apartment, there exist rules which prohibit various actions, including 
the display of ‘unsightly’ items on balconies, excess sound, posting signage, altering 
the apartment interiors, or limits to the number of guests in the dwelling. These 
restrictions are enforced through the presence of inspectors—agents acting on behalf 
of property owners who are granted periodic access to the apartment interiors for the 
purpose of inspecting and documenting all damage, items on balconies, arrangements 
of furniture, and possible signs of other forms of non-compliance. The inspection 
agent, in this sense, is a carrier of intrusive force, infiltrating and disrupting life in the 
interior. While intermittent, the effect is to make occupiers constantly aware of the 
imprints of their actions, with the apartment interior disallowed the very marks of 
living. 

Figure 9. (Above) Body Corporate guidelines displayed in apartment elevator, photo collage

Figure 10. (Right) Inspection documentation and the contested apartment interior, photo collage 
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1.4 Tactics of Furniture and the Generic

In beginning to explore imaginative acts of occupation as a means of resistance to the 
invasive forces applied to urban dwelling, a useful framework was found in the notion 
of strategies and tactics, a model of resistive practices outlined by Michel De Certeau 
in The Practice of Everyday Life. What Certeau considers in this two-volume work is a 
reconsideration of agency in the face of commodification remaking western societies 
in the second half of the twentieth century. Along with a series of writers considering 
the remaking of lived experience at this time—including Henri Lefebvre and Maurice 
Blanchot—the everyday was considered an arena, not of passive acquiescence to 
consumerist manipulation, but a vast reservoir of divergent life practices and traditions 
that coexisted with consumerism while reworking it in unorthodox and unanticipated 
ways. Via these practices, Certeau aimed to demonstrate less obvious and under-
recognised forms of agency everywhere exceeding the consumerist individual. In this 
sense, everyday life is inherently resistive of external forces, whether socio-economic 
or political. Further, he defined divergent modes of operation at work in and across the 
everyday: 

- Strategies comprise of the systematic operations by those with “will and 
power”31. They attempt to objectify, shape, or otherwise control a particular 
environment. To this end, the generic apartment complex could be thought 
of as being tied intrinsically to a network of the strategic operations and 
practices - the inspection agents, body corporate regulations, urban planning 
regulations, and expansive forces of capital-driven globalisation.

- Tactics, on the other hand, are the ability of everyday collectives or individuals 
to circumvent complete objectification by larger strategies in play by adapting 
and creating opportunities, to “continually turn to their own ends forces alien 
to them.” 32 

My reading of tactics is that it is an inherently imaginative act, for key to tactics is 
ability to reinvent and reinterpret. As a counter-practice rooted in the reappropriating, 
or poaching of that which already exists, tactics are endlessly inventive and 
opportunistic. As Certeau describes:

Many everyday practices (talking, reading, moving about, shopping, cooking, 
etc.) are tactical in character. And so are, more generally, many “ways of 
operating”: Victories of the “weak” over the “strong” (whether the strength 
be that of powerful people or the violence of things or of an imposed order, 
etc.), clever tricks, knowing how to get away with things, “hunter’s cunning,” 
manoeuvres, polymorphic simulations, joyful discoveries, poetic as well as 
warlike.33

What strikes me in Certeau’s advocacy of tactical operations is that the creative, 
imaginative reworking integral with daily living is precisely the modes of operation that 
the apartment in its generic and administered senses attempts to subdue and control. 
At the same time, an adaptive, tactical reworking can never be fully subdued. 

31  Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, xix
32  Ibid.
33  Ibid.

To summarise the investigation at this point, the apartment is conceived of as existing 
within a field of viewing-and-being-viewed, susceptible to invasion from the exterior, as 
well as being subject to (sometimes impossibly) contested views on what constitutes 
satisfactory dwelling. As such, the apartment interior can be thought of as analogous, 
in some keys ways, to the intrusion on inner life via the forces of globalisation.

This becomes clearer when considering the significance of dwelling proposed by 
Gaston Bachelard. For him, the dwelling, beyond providing physical shelter and 
housing the routines of living, is essential for sheltering the inner, imaginative life of its 
occupants. At stake in the case of the latter is the sheltering of a poetic inhabitation of 
space; as he puts it, the house “allows one to dream in peace.”26

Consequently, the dwelling is both the centre from which we imagine our interactions 
with a broader external realm and is directly imprinted within our psyches. The 
dwelling, for Bachelard, is “in us as much as we are in them”.27 The acts of occupation 
taking place within the dwelling itself are viewed as reflective and transformative 
exercises, whereby “we learn to ‘abide’ within ourselves.”28 Henri Lefebvre elaborates 
on Bachelard’s reading of the dwelling as a reflection of its occupants, in that it 
takes on layers of meaning over time - the occupants “can alter, add or subtract, 
superimpose their own ideas (symbols, organisation) on what is provided”.29 

These practices of resignification, transformation and reflection I take to be essential 
imaginative practices for potentiating inhabitation in its fullest senses. What the 
conditions of the generic apartment set up can then be read as a suppression of the 
imaginative potency of inhabitation. Unlike Bachelard’s dwelling, the restrictions and 
infringement on the apartment interiors reduce and constrain inhabitation. As spaces 
of nurturing and protection, they fall short in a distortion that antagonises rather than 
synergises. 

On the other hand, although the apartment in its generic, surveilled senses appears 
to close out creative modes of occupancy, by no means is this the end of the story. 
Rather, consistent with Bachelard’s hypothesis, an imaginative valence inherent with 
inhabitation itself makes possible all manner of countervailing options for evasion 
or escape. Occupants fan cigarette smoke from behind drawn blinds, cover unsightly 
landlord-installed artwork in cloth, or utilise the depth of drawers and cabinets as 
inspection blind-spots. Within the generic apartment, imaginative acts of resistance, 
as minor as they may be, are abundant. For Bachelard, the act of imagining is essential 
in that it “transports the dreamer outside the immediate world to a world that bears 
the mark of infinity”.30 While Bachelard’s reading of the imagination disregards 
hostile space—associating dwelling with a topophilia or love of place—imagining 
itself appears to be inherently liberative. In beginning to develop the research, I have 
taken the position that acts of imaginative occupation are resistive practices in their 
own right. The task, consequently, has been to then speculate on how they may be 
spatialized. 

26  Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 6
27  Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, xxxvii
28  Ibid.
29  Lefebvre, “The Country and the City,” 130
30  Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 183



With Certeau then, the notion of creative or imaginative occupation presents itself as 
a means of resistance, one that usefully adjusts and extends Bachelard’s less power-
attuned advocacy of the dwelling as an imaginative space for the flux of daydreams. 

At a broader scale, the tendencies of globalisation (a loss of physical distance, 
oversaturation, and interior invasiveness) can be read within the homogeneity of 
apartment conditions. The apartment embodies the ongoing, strategic impacts of 
globalisation on spatial practices. Their ubiquitous homogeneity is upheld by empty, 
prefabricated steel-and-concrete frameworks, that could just as easily house office 
spaces or commercial uses. Henri Lefebvre defines the generic as a direct product of 
what he terms the “urban revolution”, itself the consequence of a global takeover of 
urban economics and interests: so does the generic act as an “empty cage, which can 
receive any commodity whatsoever”34. Along similar lines, architect and critic Rem 
Koolhaas recognises the increasing rise of “junk space”—a lamentable subsuming 
of built environments into an “infrastructure of seamlessness”35. These observations 
point to trends in the development of spatial practices and outcomes increasingly 
influenced by the reductive nature of globalisation, with its prioritising of flows of 
capital above all else. As Lefebvre observes, “Architecture and the architect, threatened 
with disappearance, capitulate before the property developer, who spends the money.” 
36 

The strategic proliferation of these generic apartment complexes increasingly impacts 
the development of urban space in Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland. In recent years, 
changes to zoning laws have been implemented allowing for high rise dwellings of 
increased density within the city, as well as the construction of apartment dwellings in 
neighbouring suburban areas.37 Additionally, traditional single-family zoning laws have 
been dissolved to allow for a general increase in dwelling density38, a trend in line with 
the increasing prevalence of high-density apartments. These findings assert the need 
to explore alternate, tactical means of engagement with the generic structures which 
continue to proliferate, and in turn continue to expose dwellers to the strategies of 
globalisation.

My initial explorations of tactical counter-approaches began with a speculation on 
furniture scale interventions within the interior of the apartment. Turning the demand 
for an untouched, unmarked occupancy of these interiors, I sought to conceive of 
a furniture-scaled counter-architecture. Titled ‘Escape Machines’, they ambitioned 
an emancipatory potential by amplifying to absurdity an occupancy without surface 
contact. These parasitic additions adapted the existing generic furnishings, window 
sills, ledges, and other surfaces constituting the terrain of the interiors, in an attempt to 
reclaim agency over the acts of dwelling. The escape machines were envisioned to be 
easily transferred and reinstalled between dwellings, with residents using this mobile 
capacity to their tactical advantage. Appropriating the aesthetics of flat-pack furniture, 
they used repetition and amplification to form spaces within space in the manner 
of retreats or refuges (see Figure 11 and 12). This approach offered a first line of 
questioning which will be further unpacked in later chapters.  What they raised was the 
possibility of a series of latent subspaces or architectures subsisting with the generic.

34  Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis, 54
35  Koolhaas, “Junkspace”, 175
36  Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis, 54 
37  Forbes, “Six-storey apartments allowed across much of Auckland under new Government plan.” 
38  Caldwell, “The Great Intensification.”

Figure 11. Tactical counter-architecture of the Escape Machines, designed to be passed between apartment residents 29



Figure 12. Escape Machine assembly manual 31



1.5 Modes of Escape

The nature of the generic apartment as described in previous chapters is one that 
invites tactical, resistive practices. Its occupants are compelled to find ways to 
make the apartment liveable, given the urban and global forces driving housing 
developments and the intrusive nature of private property interests. In reflecting on 
ways this tactical occupancy might be amplified, two key operations were explored. 
The first, sheltering, was thought of as entailing a movement inward. The second, 
projection, explored the expressive and differentiating potential of movement outward. 
Both these movements, despite their contrastive action, describe a tactical deviation or 
escape working with and against the strategic field of forces binding the apartment. 

With sheltering, the apartment was tested by mechanisms facilitating detachment or 
withdrawal. Escape Machines as described in the previous section take this approach. 
They aimed to a rework the apartment as a kind of refuge, much as the interiors 
envisaged by Bachelard or Simmel have identified—in other words, the sheltering of 
an inner realm aligned with a protected, private subjectivity. In beginning to explore 
how the notion of sheltering might be further applied, a series of spatial speculations 
were undertaken which reimagined the apartment as a realm of complete enclosure. 
This utilised a spatial metaphor—the anechoic chamber, a space which closes out 
all exterior sound including even externally sourced vibration. In one direction, this 
metaphor could describe the generic apartment as itself an imperfect anechoic 
chamber—one which attempts to dampen and silence the acts of living and dwelling 
through a strategic layering of regulation. A tactical engagement with such layering 
would be one that seeks a way of letting in a field of noise otherwise censured. There 
is a paradox here though. To figuratively transform the apartment interior into an 
anechoic chamber that dulled not only sound, but all traces of living, would in theory 
defeat the purpose of inspection, leaving nothing left to inspect. This condition 
would, in effect, hide the secretive inner life of its occupants in plain sight, leaving 
the strategic modes of control imposed by the apartment with little to grasp. It would 
also leave the field for occupant dwelling severely constrained. On the other hand, the 
anechoic metaphor could be thought of as a condition that the occupants themselves 
might pursue—a space that closes out all traces of intrusive strategic noise. In fact, 
neither are completely feasible and some other workaround has been explored. 

Figure 13. (Above) Suspended interior furnishings of the apartment as an anechoic chamber

Figure 14. (Left) Apartment as an anechoic chamber
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Tactics in Certeau’s sense have formed the basis of these workarounds. The notion of 
noise, taken at the level of unwanted or unanticipated interference, is itself tactical. It 
is that which is in excess of the contractual closure demanded by the rigorous terms 
communicated by the rental agreement. Dwelling necessarily works with and tailors 
noise, tuning out certain interferences from the outside while turning up an acoustic 
field that holds territory. As Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari argue, all territory-forming 
starts with a refrain, a patterning of noise that signals occupancy.39 The ordering of 
noise is first step in a territoriality proper to dwelling. It shelters precisely because 
it projects. There is no ordering of space, no holding up or holding onto a place 
of dwelling without an expressive production. The question becomes, amidst the 
strategic management over the noise of life, what tactics might permit a reintroduction 
of this expressive life-hold?

With projection, or what I’m thinking of as a counter expressive take-over, the 
apartment’s exposed nature was tactically embraced. Rather than attempting to 
sever ties to the world beyond via sheltering, I considered how occupants might 
instead create satisfaction through exposure, or by expressing their particular 
approach to dwelling outward. In an iteration of the Escape Machines, the furniture 
scale interventions were extended beyond the apartment’s glazed envelope, inviting 
the inhabitant to quite literally ‘escape’ through the window opening (see Figure 15). 
Drawing on previous investigations of the window threshold as one which enables acts 
of looking while also allowing one to be observed, balcony-like spaces were formed 
beyond the facade thereby invoking a transparent, habitable zone where looking and 
being seen are made more explicate. These heightened levels of exposure serve to 
tactically extend the apartment’s interior, but also to layer the façade thereby giving 
exposure and retreat more range and effect. If the restrictions and intrusions ordinarily 
applied to the interior prevent the intensity of dwelling necessary to adequately 
stimulate the imagination, then the scopic field of looking beyond the apartment’s 
window might be tactically embraced as an intensely imaginative realm—in short, a 
dream space. Expanding on the explorations of window thresholds, the balcony could 
be seen as a space which offers even greater levels of exposure to the world beyond 
the apartment’s interior, with more opportunity to be, as Duncan Bell and Bernardo 
Zacka put it, “entertained by the chaotic plenitude of the city.”40 These parasitic balcony 
structures, as I thought of them, were imagined to offer a performative, projective 
realm expanding on what forms of dwelling are possible within the generic apartment.  
The balcony modules, with platforms suspended by pulleys and enclosed by porous, 
hinged partitions that could be adapted by its residents for various uses, would be 
capable of shifting vertically as well as horizontally in various configurations (See 
Figure 16). Imagined then is a zone of dwelling which transforms depending on the 
activities of its occupants.

Elaine Scarry explores the notions of projection in her text, The Body in Pain. Critical to 
the text is the notion of the incommunicability of pain by language, and therefore the 
need to construct a communicative channel to transmit one’s inner pain, a construction 
necessarily projective amd imaginative. In the case of my own project, it is a matter 
of projection operating in two directions - rather than a purely outward movement, it 
anticipates, to use Scarry’s phrase, a “reversal of inside and outside surfaces”.41 

39  Deleuze and Guattari provide the example of a song sung to bring comfort and to evoke the sense of 
dwelling: “The song is like a rough sketch of a calming and stabilizing, calm and stable, center in the 
heart of chaos.“ Guattari, Felix, and Gilles Deleuze. A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 
311

40  Duncan Bell, and Bernardo Zacka, “What’s in a Balcony?” 86
41  Scarry, The Body in Pain, 285

Figure 15. (Left) Escape Machines 2: An escape outward, beyond the apartment’s facade
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Hence the act of projection is both outwardly communicating, and inwardly receptive. 
Moreover, in the context of the architectural intervention being pursued here, the aim is 
to “deprive the external world of the privilege of being inanimate”42. 

The desire to respond to the reductive nature of the apartment through an 
outward projection of the acts of dwelling could be read as a reinstatement of the 
communicational dynamics which are restricted by the apartment typology and the 
forces channelled by it. The intention of the Escape Machines was to address these 
fundamental, communicational desires which the apartment otherwise resists. Despite 
this, the Escape Machines remained, in these early iterations, relatively mute and the 
invention of greater projecting potential is described in later chapters.

Hence, in beginning to explore the means by which the apartment’s interior might 
migrate outward beyond its immediate confines, forms of expressive territoriality were 
worked out via the balcony threshold. The balcony provided a transitory space in which 
an outward escape is balanced with a parallel inward escape. The public life offered by 
the balcony, as Duncan Bell and Bernardo Zacka argue, must be balanced against the 
ability to withdraw from it, to escape back into the interior when necessary.43 As such, 
the threshold crossing to the balcony offers pause between projection and sheltering. 
On the balcony, as Bell and Zacka say, “one is outside, yet at home; exposed, yet 
secluded.”44 Further:

It is a place which one can witness what happens in the street without 
committing oneself to having witnessed it. Balconies offer alibis: up 
there, at a distance, one is allowed to have an unfocused gaze and an 
undiscerning ear.45

In light of these notions, a key realisation made at this stage of the research was that 
neither an outward, projective escape, nor an inward sheltering retreat were solely 
sufficient to resist the normatising and deadening drive of apartment life reduced to its 
generic form.

The notion of balance assumed greater weight as a consequence. In turn, it seemed 
that balance itself ought to be rethought through the lens of the tactical. The balance 
between projection and sheltering would likely require an ongoing dynamic or mobile 
bridging. In search of a means to define this mobility, I returned to the question of 
the imagination as itself core to tactical practices. It is the imaginative potency of an 
individual which allows for tactical practices to thrive, to be constantly searching for 
opportunities and balancing between modes of operation. 

42  Scarry, The Body in Pain, 285
43  In discussing how balconies enable an enrichment of public life, Bell and Zacka describe the essential 

nature of the mediation between public and private in urban environments - “public life is all the more 
likely to occur the easier it is to retreat from it.” Duncan Bell, and Bernardo Zacka, “What’s in a Balcony?” 
89

44  Duncan Bell, and Bernardo Zacka, “What’s in a Balcony?” 84
45  Duncan Bell, and Bernardo Zacka, “What’s in a Balcony?” 85

Figure 16. Escape Machines 2: Configurations of the balcony modules



PART TWO: 
REBALANCING AN UNIMAGINATIVE CITY

Figure 17. Balance model, photograph 39
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Applying Maldiney’s framework to the apartment,what can be said of its generic 
form is that there is closing down of expressive adaptation, one that precludes the 
full transformative potential of imaginative acts. In short, the apartment resists 
openness. Where Bachelard emphasises the receptivity and transformative potential 
of the imagination as applied to all acts of dwelling—its topophilia—from Maldiney’s 
perspective something else comes into view—a topophobia—a closing down or arrest 
of imaginative responses to life events. Maldiney’s specifies two modes of failure in 
openness: melancholic depression, which amounts to an inability to respond to an 
event, whereas schizophrenia is an absolute closure to the external world, and with it, 
a loss of the ability to receive the event altogether.50 Parallels can be made between 
Maldiney’s interpretation of psychotic states and Simmel’s blasé personality—the latter 
suggestive of a depressive collapse of openness when faced with the kaleidoscope of 
events presented by city life. 

Conversely, a rebalancing of the conditions of the urban dwelling to allow for the 
enrichment of the imagination would require the re-establishment of openness. In 
the following sections, exploration of the receptive and responsive components of 
the imagination build towards a speculative rebalancing of the urban dwelling. If 
imaginative processes are essential to tactical practices, then a pursuit of openness 
is essential in enriching urban life.  If the imagination is embraced as a practice of 
enrichment, its reinsertion into the apartment may reveal the transformative potential 
of its currently reductive typology.

50  Thoma, “Into the Open: On Henri Maldiney’s Philosophy of Psychosis,” 285

2.1 Seeking Psychic Balance

While the previous chapters have discussed the inability of the apartment interior, 
and the psyche with it, to remain sheltered from the forces of globalisation present 
in urban environments, they also investigated the potential for these forces to be 
tactically reworked via modes of escape seeking to make habitation liveable as 
such. The everyday, in its ubiquity and persistence, is precisely this reworking. If the 
everyday as an inevitable making-do is itself the carrier of a certain spontaneity, the 
question remained whether this tactical dimension can be designed for? The following 
chapters seek to answer this question relative to the transformative potential of urban 
life. Certainly, the city which houses the multitude of these apartment interiors itself 
harbours a sea of imaginative catalysts, allowing a make-do intimacy and idiosyncrasy 
to leap into awareness. This imaginative making-do began to suggest a source of 
rebalancing applicable at the level of the generic apartment, a rebalancing applicable 
to psychical dimensions. 

To better grasp how to work with this, I turned to the studies of psychosis undertaken 
by philosopher Henri Maldiney (1912-2013) as a framework to elaborate upon the 
notion of balance as it pertains to imaginative and transformative processes. Central 
to Maldiney’s phenomenology is the value humans find in unpredictability, that 
which unsettles the routines of living and catalyses the potential for transformation. 
This is explained through the notion of the event, which is described as a radical 
transformation brought about by an “abrupt and surprising change of the sensed 
rhythmical interaction of self and world”.46 Such events may be encountered anywhere, 
from “a face, a voice, a piece of sun on a wall or the current of a river that all of a 
sudden rips the film reel of our everyday life apart and surprises us by being and by 
being there”.47 The event in this sense can be read as something which awakens, out of 
the stability of habit and routine, an imaginative response, a call to grasp the sense and 
implications of an interrupting newness. Such imaginative triggers do not have to be 
grand occurrences; they are simply powerful in that they cannot be anticipated. To this 
extent daily life, particularly in urban environments with their saturation of stimulus, 
contain a multitude of potential events. 

The routine nature of urban life is no doubt potent, and to be imaginatively stimulating, 
a certain receptiveness to the eventful potential of phenomena themselves needs 
to be attended to. It is this capacity of the individual to receive and respond to the 
unexpected event which Maldiney terms openness.48 Specifically, it is the ability to 
receive “something we radically do not know and to respond to it without already 
knowing what our response will be.”49 The crucial bridge between receptivity and 
responsiveness is also imaginative in that an expressive adaptation to the event 
must be imagined. This imaginative operation is seen as an active, constantly shifting 
rebalancing. Psychical health in fact depends on this adaptive balancing to maintain a 
state of openness readily able to transform life events into opportunities for psychical 
enrichment and transformation. For Maldiney, the consequence of poor adaptive 
openness, or even closure to shifts in things more generally, is the range of pathologies 
covered by depression and psychoses—in short, an inadequate bridging of imagination 
with life-realities.

46  Thoma, “Into the Open: On Henri Maldiney’s Philosophy of Psychosis,” 283
47  Ibid.
48  Thoma, “Into the Open: On Henri Maldiney’s Philosophy of Psychosis,” 281
49  Thoma, “Into the Open: On Henri Maldiney’s Philosophy of Psychosis,” 284
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2.2 Sheltering Sensory Inhabitation 

Rachel Whiteread’s concrete casts stand as monuments to interiority. Taking the form 
of full-scale facsimiles of interior spaces, they present the surfaces of interior life 
while also closing them off to scrutiny—they present “closed worlds which once were 
open”.51 House (1993) is pertinent to the research in that both Whiteread’s method of 
casting and the acts of inhabitation they solidify become highlighted as resistive acts. 
By taking a cast of a dwelling slated for demolition under invasive zoning legislation, 
the interiors, capturing the “precise traces of everyday life”,52 nevertheless persist as 
an impenetrable capture, for the acts of dwelling are no longer permitted viewable. 
The perpetual darkness within the concrete cast, while no longer habitable by the 
body, also rejects any possible scopic intrusion. Its pitch-black enclosure can only be 
inhabited imaginatively. However, this sovereignty of the imagination nevertheless 
comes at a price—a catatonic shutdown. What value might this offer the search here 
for a tactical reengagement of imagination? No doubt the uninhabitable, dark zone of 
House draws attention to the aspects of dwelling which exist beyond representation 
or perception. As Anthony Vidler argues in this case, the dwelling persists as a “space 
of bodily and sensorial if not intellectual existence”.53 Unable to perceive Whiteread’s 
interiors as such, the external impressions of the outermost surfaces of the interior 
make it possible to imagine the now truncated rhythms of that particular dwelling. In 
this sense, rather than an escape, Whiteread’s casts may be read as an enrichment—
an attendance on the sensory modes of the imagination. In the context of this study, 
such an enrichment of the sensory is explored as a means to counterbalance the 
representational and communicative demands of a globalised condition.

Following Whiteread’s lead, scale casts of the apartment were made (see Fig. 18 and 
20). They aimed to explore an insertion of non-representational zones of inhabitation 
into the generic framework of the apartment complex, itself a grid shot through 
with scopic forces and agents. The soldered copper frames with their shoebox-like 
concrete cast volumes commenced a series of experimental models that explored 
what a tactical rebalancing of the generic apartment complex might entail. 

51  Vidler, “Rachel Whiteread,” 71
52  Ibid.
53  Vidler, Warped Space, 148

Figure 19. House (1993) Concrete cast by Rachel Whiteread

Figure 20. Scale casts (1:100) of non-representational zones inserted into the generic apartment, modelFigure 18. Solidified interior casts, the closed worlds that were once open, model
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Through these models, the generic structure of the apartment is presented as an 
empty gridded frame, but one that is potentially poached on by tactical counter-forms. 
I will return to the generic post-and-floorplate construction of the generic apartment 
shortly when considering the question of dynamic balance. For now, the following 
explorations attempt to ‘flesh-out’ something of the non-representational sensuality 
indicated by the dark volumes of the casts. 

Hence in a series of photo collages, sensory acts of dwelling were depicted in a 
transformative, abstracted manner. To dwell in a purely sensory manner means 
to be rid of representation—that is, to separate oneself from the communicative 
elements that are otherwise necessary for making conscious daily life. Where the 
window threshold has been analysed as being highly communicative, spaces such 
as the shower allow for a closing down of broader communicative demands. Such 
spaces do not require receptive or responsive engagement; they offer moments of 
relief, where the imagination might replenish its receptive and responsive capacities. 
There is a link here with Maldiney’s phenomenology, in that sensory inhabitation 
restores the conditions necessary for openness as a transformative process. Perhaps 
it is for this reason that it is said that good ideas come in the shower—by releasing 
communicational demands and entering a sensory mode of dwelling, imaginative 
processes are given the capacity to operate freely, giving way to the possibility of 
transformation. 

What Figure 22 pictures is the combination of a series of photographs depicting 
motions and moments making up showering. I explored sensory occupation of space 
as a practice of imaginative enrichment. Expanding on previous explorations of film 
which established the gaze of the camera as a communicative medium, the alteration 
and distortion of the shower images aimed to disrupt this normative communication. 
The body, inhabiting space in a sensory way, escapes the representation and 
perception of identifiable, nameable entireties. Captured instead were moments 
of transformation where the body dissolves its own image. With communicative 
demands falling away, the imagination is forced to take hold.

Figure 21. Process of distorting representation through digital overlaying of multiple photographs Figure 22. Sensory Dwelling 01 and 02 - Showering as imaginative enrichment



47Figure 23. Sensory Dwelling 03 - Showering as imaginative enrichment
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2.3 Projecting the Imagination

In further exploring the notion of projection from earlier chapters, I begin to frame 
projection as a practice critical to the enrichment of the imagination. In the cities of 
the 21st century, dwelling takes on projective, communicational dimensions through 
an intensification of a dual action of looking and acting. Following the notion of the 
dwelling as one which reinforces the sensory capacity of the individual, I began to 
explore how urban life may facilitate an enrichment of the imagination through its 
stimulation. In turn, this leads to transformative potential through an imaginative 
engagement with the kaleidoscope of stimulus present within dense urban centres. 
Seen in the context of Maldiney’s notion of the event, urban life presents the potential 
for a stimulation of imaginative practices, which may act to foster expressive 
occupation and resistance to the reductive nature of the generic apartment. 

Toyo Ito’s ‘Pao for Tokyo Nomad Women’ (1985) offers a useful reference in exploring 
a dissolution of the conventional characteristics of dwelling. Ito’s dwellings take 
the form of translucent shells, providing only the barest necessities for preparing 
and resting bodies that otherwise live a life distributed throughout the city fabric.54 
Responding to dense urban environments at the end of the 20th century, Ito describes 
the body’s remaking for a “network of instantaneous, ephemeral, and unspecific but 
numerous media which deny a physical distance.” 55 Rather than acting in opposition 
to the increasingly decentralised, networked world, the Pao dwelling radically opens 
itself to it. The thin sheets of plastic making up its enclosure barely protect from the 
elements, while their transparency offer minimal visual shelter from the pressing 
activities of the surrounding city. To the extent that Bachelard’s depiction of the 
dwelling places great emphasis on obscurity and pocketed refuges, Ito’s vision of a 
nomadic existence couldn’t be more diverging. Rather than sheltering, exposure is 
embraced, with the acts of dwelling projected outward, while also receiving the city in 
return. To use Maldiney’s terms, the dwelling is hyper exposed to events. 

In key ways, urban dwellings today follow Ito’s lead.  In their reflections on the nature of 
urban domesticity in the 21st century, Marco Enia and Flavio Martella write:

Precisely because one of its main influences comes from the outside, the 
domestic interior extends beyond the limits of the house and expands into 
the urban. The house tends to the city, and the city turns into a home; they 
share rooms, spaces, times and atmospheres.56

Dwelling can be read here as a projective act following two circuits—one expanding 
into the urban, and the other reaching back into the domestic. Working with these 
possibilities, I began to read the expressive and communicational circuits, not just as 
impositions diluting the interior, but as critical for an enrichment of the imagination.

54  Fabrizi, “Pao: Dwellings For the Tokyo Nomad Woman by Toyo Ito”
55  Ito, “Architecture in a Simulated City,” 52
56  Martella, Flavio, and Enia, Marco. “Towards an Urban Domesticity”, 4

Figure 24. Toyo Ito, Pao I (1985) Dwelling barely enclosed by its thin, translucent shell, photo 

Figure 25. Toyo Ito, Pao I (1985) A dwelling which prepares the body for a nomadic life in the city
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Additional models explored the dissolving threshold between dwelling and city (See 
Fig.26). In these experiments the wire frame utilised previously extrudes the floor 
plan of the apartment unit outward, melding with the wider fabric of the city. The 
floor plan, as a singular node in a broader, gridded framework were made to dissolve. 
Piles of worn clothing, cooking utensils and other marks of inhabitation mingle with 
the surrounding urban fabric—buildings, street corners, landmarks, compressed 
onto transparent sheets and rearranged in scale and proximity. Like Ito’s ephemeral 
dwelling, the distinction between what is interior and what is exterior, what is dwelling 
and what is city, are blurred.

A series of photographs and collages reflected on the augmentation of my own 
apartment, with a ramen restaurant frequented from my first days of living in the 
city (see Fig. 27).57 Nostalgia aside, I find that I am continually drawn to the intimate 
nature of the space. Within its narrow walls lined with benches and stools bolted to 
the floor, peering over the counter watching the preparation of food, I find a certain 
intimate solace which is unachievable within the generic apartment typology. Through 
repeated, habitual visits to the restaurant, the physical space and the intimate mode 
of its operation grafted into my own broader senses of dwelling and the expressive 
territoriality underwriting it. The architectural implications of this phenomena can 
be seen as an imaginative extension of the otherwise finite physical space of the 
apartment interior—as such, the apartment unit as a dwelling is in fact made habitable 
by acts of expressive occupation taking place elsewhere. Such extended synthesis is 
highly dependent on the imagination and its tactical application.

57  Deepest thanks to Joe and Yoshiko of Kiraku Ramen, who have provided many a nourishing broth 
over the course of my studies

Figure 26. Diffusion of dwelling into the wider urban fabric, model

Figure 27. Imaginative extension/projection of the apartment and Kiraku Ramen, photo collage
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Figure 28. Imaginative reconstruction of the generic apartment dwelling, collage

What is synthesised in the collages is an augmentation of the dwelling via a two-way 
projection - the apartment interior is shown extending into the restaurant, and the 
restaurant similarly merges with the apartment. A rhythmic crossover of occupancy 
imaginatively restructures and reorganises the spaces themselves. 

This establishment of dwelling via repeating rhythms resonates with Deleuze and 
Guattari’s own depiction of territory, which themselves build on repeated patterns 
expressing occupation.58 The practice of territorialisation starts with tactile-expressive 
rhythms played out contingently, but over time becomes strategically fixed in terms 
of physically consolidated and maintained borders, limits, buildings, etc. Yet such 
fixity is merely the consolidated ‘crust’ of a never complete tactical-expressive 
consolidation or contestation. These tactical operations are again read in the research 
as imaginative acts, acts that resist the strategic impositions of the city through 
territorialisation—in short, a continuous reinvention of the environment itself through 
the expressive work of dwelling. 

Examples of this tactical reterritorialisation of space can be observed throughout 
the urban fabric in the creative and idiosyncratic acts of occupation undertaken by 
individuals, beyond the confines of the dwelling. Dwelling is also a collective, and at 
times public, act which imaginatively projects the domestic outward through senses 
of belonging and identification at varying scales. The research finds additional 
value in these acts of reterritorialisation through expressive occupation in that they 
project beyond individuals or immediate dwelling collectives themselves. Reading 
between Deleuze and Guattarri’s and Elaine Scarry’s notions of projected, expressive 
communication in territory-making and holding,59 they can be seen catalysing 
imaginative processes in both the individual who forms the territory, but also within all 
those who are witnesses to its formation. To witness the expressive territorialisation 
of another can be impressionable and transformative, in a similar manner to 
Maldiney’s notion of the event. Through a single individual communicating creative 
and unexpected ways to reterritorialise space, onlookers who are witness to these acts 
are joined in imaginative processes of their own. The imagination is stimulated by the 
unexpected encounter and enriched by the tactical acts of another. 

The research finds a deep enrichment of the imagination in these acts of 
territorialisation. Even through Tamaki Makaurau’s Covid-19 isolation period in 2021 
which left the streets substantially bare of their usual occupants, simply recalling the 
expressive acts of dwelling that once populated the space had a stimulating effect. My 
own observations and recollections of captivating modes of dwelling became central 
to an exploration into the enrichment offered in urban life. This exploration took the 
form of expressive narratives, presented through both writing and images. 

58  As described by Deleuze and Guattari, “There is a territory when the rhythm has expressiveness.” 
Guattari, Felix, and Deleuze, Gilles, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 315

59  As discussed in Chapter 1.5, Scarry points to projection as a practice which creates engagement 
with the external world through expressive acts. Projection aims to “deprive the external world of the 
privilege of being inanimate” Scarry, The Body in Pain, 285

Figure 29. Imaginative augmentation of the wider urban fabric via projective 
dwelling, photo collage
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Narrative can be seen here as a reflective practice, a product of the reception and 
reinterpretation of expressive, projective acts further carried and built on by the 
imagination. Narrativization built around individual acts of expressive occupancy 
observed in the city can be linked together, forming layers of complexity which enrich 
the experience of the urban fabric. The Pigeon Lady, whose territory is formed with 
benches, rice, noise and birds, expressively communicates an imaginative mode of 
operation—a space-time-animal amalgam. She is one of many other characters, who 
I do not know, and yet who enrich my own experience of the city through their own 
projective acts of territorialisation. The Boombox Carrier is another example who 
actively competes for territory acoustically. He is one of many with loudspeakers 
strapped to their cars and bicycles enabling city spaces to be super-saturated with 
the music of Jason Derulo and Celine Dion. Competing with one another to produce 
the loudest possible sounds, the city is reterritorialized via the ongoing “siren 
battles”.60 Unlike the Pigeon Lady’s modest reforming of territory, the Boombox Carrier 
weaponises the expressive capacity of sound to turn as many heads as possible in 
their reterritorialising of the city. 
 
Despite the differences in how these two characters operate, a similar effect is 
generated. Both project a mode of expressive occupation of space countering its 
normative form. This in turn produces the opportunity for observers to be drawn into 
imaginative processes of their own, adding to the interpretative layering of the spaces 
of the city. Projective acts of dwelling, over time, build spatial narratives in those that 
are receptive to them. The city becomes not only a realm of restrictions and strategic 
governance, but also a playing ground for diverse imaginative, tactical, and expressive 
acts. Certeau refers to stories and the roaming weave of their narratives as itself a 
spatial practice. As he writes, narratives “traverse and organise places; they select 
and link them together; they make sentences and itineraries out of them. They are 
spatial trajectories.”61 The architectural consequences of this are that the limitations 
and restrictions presented by any particular spatial configuration are transcended, 
for as Certeau asserts, “[w]hat the map cuts up, the story cuts across.”62 Through the 
expression of tactical acts of dwelling, the imagination is enriched with new potential 
modes of operation, weaving together a narrative of the surrounding context which 
transcends the restrictions currently embodied by it.

The potential for architecture to take on projective, expressive qualities would enable 
an enrichment and affirmation of the imagination. If architecture is attentive to the 
expressiveness that territory-making inhabitants of the city already engage in, it can 
better become a vehicle for ever-shifting tactical operations, operations capable of 
overcoming the generic, emptied out forms of our collective lives.

60  Hockley, “A way to be heard: the New Zealand Pasifika youth subculture devoted to emergency sirens.”
61  Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 115
62  Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 129

The following is an excerpt from a notebook dated 22nd August 2021:

I distinctly remember the first time I saw Pigeon Lady, sitting on a bench 
outside Domino’s Pizza, arms outstretched. An entire flock of birds 
surrounded her - pooling at her feet, perched on her arms and cooing from 
above her head. She held out palmfuls of uncooked rice, allowing the flurry 
of feathers and beaks to feed right out of her hands, grains spilling over the 
pavement amid the chaos. I couldn’t help but stare, my head pivoting as I 
walked by, utterly entranced. While I haven’t seen her since, the grains of rice 
speckled around benches that occasionally catch my eye make me certain 
she’s still around. 

Figure 30. Intervention for the Pigeon Lady, collage



2.4 Equilibrium Continuum

At a certain point, I felt compelled to model aspects of sheltering, projecting and their 
expressive possibilities (see Fig. 31). Across the research, it had become evident to 
me that apartment dwellings cannot be categorised entirely as a space of retreat 
or escape—that in reality, to completely shield oneself from the invasive qualities 
channelled by the apartment and its broader participation in the forces of globalisation 
was impossible. Importantly too, tactical practices are not to be found in an ‘escape’ 
from the conditions of the present, but rather, that they rework the given in order 
to find unanticipated enrichment where it might otherwise not be expected. To use 
Maldiney’s terms, tactics are crucial for maintaining a state of ongoing, receptive 
openness, or what amounts to the potential to be transformed and enriched by the 
unanticipated. Given these notions, the apartment dwelling is better reimagined as a 
constantly shifting balance, one that mirrors the psychical manoeuvring required to 
maintain a state of receptive openness. If the dwelling is to facilitate an enrichment of 
the imagination and thus support the generation of transformative, tactical practices, 
it must tend to both the receptive and responsive components of the imagination. 
The apartment is thus reimagined in this project as a fluid equilibrium, one that allows 
for a public, performative occupation but also unique modes of closing down and 
withdrawal. 

Figure 31 shows a speculative model exploring this question of balance, with elements 
borrowed from previous explorations to abstractly illustrate different modes of 
withdrawing and expanding. Recalling earlier filmic explorations of the apartment 
interior as a space that is always exposed to the exterior world, this quality was 
reimagined as an essential component of dwelling itself, with desire trajectories and 
viewing orientations extended beyond the façade via copper wires. The apartment 
high rise itself was given the simple grid form developed in the Rachel Whiteread 
experiment performed earlier in the research. The apartment modelled this way 
showed, at least in part, how it is a vehicle capable of receiving and participating 
within a diverse range of events, exposed to the surprises presented by surrounding 
urban life. This expansive movement outward had the unanticipated consequence 
of precariously bending the model of the apartment tower, risking its stability. What 
it suggested in turn was the need for a counterbalancing action whereby weight 
might be added in the interior side of the tower. While this model is introduced here 
as illustrating the evolving trajectory of the research, it is truer to say that it was the 
model itself that sparked the realisation that balancing modalities were essential 
to apartment life. Hence, the apartment interiors came to be imagined as needing 
increased capacities to house sensory modes of occupancy, providing counter-refrains 
to an otherwise excessively communicational daily life. An enrichment of interior life, 
once again utilising the sensory depths of Whiteread’s casts to illustrate a mode of 
dwelling free from representation, restores the receptive and responsive components 
of the imagination. 

What resulted here was a continuum of spaces that utilise the framework of the 
generic apartment in order to facilitate a constantly fluid balancing of different modes 
of operating. Rather than an inert space which resists any form of engagement, the 
apartment dwelling is reimagined as a continuous extended threshold, one containing 
a diverse spectrum of spaces and moments which adapt to its occupant’s patterns 
and tendencies of dwelling. It is within this radically expanded threshold that the 
imagination is both sheltered, projected, and enriched- a series of moves felt to be 
crucial in sustaining the creative, tactical practices of the apartment’s occupants. 

Figure 31. Balancing: Developing the apartment as a diverse continuum, model 57
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In Figures 32 and 33, something of this extended thresholding was explored through 
image-projection and photography. In this sequence of photographs, daily acts of 
inhabitation are captured within a light field enlarging a projection of the balance 
model indicated in Figure 31 and night shots of the apartment views. Here the acts 
of makeup application or kitchen work normally hidden from view are illustrated as 
performative, melding with the apartment’s generic framework and snippets of city 
life that lie beyond it. Communicated through this melding were certain in-between 
conditions which the apartment as an extended threshold was imagined to facilitate—
its increased capacity for both expression and retreat giving way to states which lie on 
the spectrum in between performance and intimacy, or exposure and shelter. 

Figure 32. Dwelling within an extended threshold, projection/photograph

Figure 33. Dwelling within an extended threshold, projection/photograph
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More broadly, the animations in their shifting in-betweenness began to spatialise 
an embracing of the diverse and overlapping modes of operation necessary for 
the imagination to thrive. However, while the potential mobilisation of architectural 
elements remained a useful avenue, I felt that the core of the reimagined apartment 
goes beyond moving parts. Rather, what is critical to the reinterpretation of the 
apartment dwelling is the housing of an expanded intersection between the apparent 
dualities reflected upon in urban living and the psyche—looking and acting, sheltering 
and projecting, and sensing and responding. It is across such a fluctuating threshold 
that a diverse range of tactical operations undertaken by the apartment’s occupants 
might thrive.

This reimagining of the apartment as a fluid continuum can be thought of as a tactical 
reinterpretation of the conventional understandings of interior and exterior in its 
deepest sense. To view the interior (describing both the inner-life of the occupants 
and the psyche, as well as the physical interior of the dwelling) as completely separate 
from the exterior would be disingenuous and incompatible with the realities of 
apartment living, and more broadly life within the global ‘interior’ as Frederick Sloterdijk 
has nominated it. 

To illustrate the apartment as a dynamic threshold, two key references can be made 
which provide alternate conceptions of the relationship between interior and exterior—
Gilles Deleuze’s conception of the ‘fold’, and architect Frederick Kiesler’s notion of 
‘endless’ space. Deleuze describes the relationship between interior and exterior as 
not binary opposites, but as ‘folds’ of the same continuum such that the ‘interior’ is 
conceptualised as a folding inward of a broader fabric which denotes the ‘exterior’. As 
he describes this pocketing:

The outside is not a fixed limit but a moving matter animated by peristaltic 
movements, folds and foldings that together make up an inside: they 
are not something other than the outside, but precisely the inside of the 
outside.63

As such, the reimagined framework of the apartment, with its ambiguous and fluid 
balcony thresholds, was rethought as a mechanism for creating necessary pauses, 
refrains, or ‘folds’ out of the activity of the city at large, whether beyond the window 
threshold, between apartment residents, or as transmitted in via the networks of the 
broader global ‘interior’. Considered this way, the photographs in Figures 32 and 33 
anticipated, and in keys ways reinforced at a pictorial level, the complex spatiality 
offered through folding. Further, the ‘fold’ is a useful trope for tactical operations 
themselves, for the creative operations that city dwellers employ to reterritorialise 
the city fabric are not fixed or static, but in a state of constant transformation and 
movement. Like Deleuze’s fold, they are imagined to “unfold, evolve, and envelop, to 
create a labyrinth of contracting and expanding continuous elastic surfaces.”64 

Deleuze’s conceptualisation of space as continuous and dynamic resonates with the 
architectural speculations of Frederick Kiesler, in his studies on ‘endless’ space. For 
Kiesler, ‘endless’ architecture mirrors the fluidity and complexity of the human body, for 
it aims to spatialise a harmonious relationship between body, psyche, and architecture 
by “modulating architectural surfaces in correlation to everyday human motions”.65 

63  Deleuze, Foucault, 96-97
64  Phillips, Elastic Architecture, 8
65  Phillips, Elastic Architecture, 7

Returning to earlier studies of the facade as a crucial pivot point for balance between 
retreat and exposure, the balcony and window threshold themselves were imagined as 
ambiguously placed and mobile. The mobilisation and manipulation of the facade was 
explored to better modulate between different and varying modes of dwelling, modes 
that were capable of responding to the psychical needs of occupants. At this stage of 
the practice work, the creation of frame animations were helpful in communicating the 
fluid, dynamic nature being sought, and their potential spatial implications (See Fig. 
34).

At one level, these animations began to suggest the possibility of physically dynamic 
components, thereby translating a search for tactical methods into shifting and sliding 
architectures. The expanding and contracting of space spoke to the dimensions of 
retreat and escape, with an in-betweeness representative of the tactical use of these 
two modes of inhabitation across time. When the mobile elements expanded outward, 
it gave the impression of the apartment interior escaping its generic cast, projecting 
the acts of dwelling beyond the interior’s predefined limits. When contracted inward, 
the interior, accommodating these elements, assumed a complexity exceeding the 
walls which normatively shape it. The movement between these modes illustrated 
the diverse practices engaged in by the apartment’s occupants, and in turn were 
suitably complex enough to signal something more nuanced than the polarities of pure 
enclosure or exposure. 

Figure 34. Stills from expanding/contracting animation
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2.5 Characterisation of architecture

Despite the parallels made between the speculative architecture being developed 
through my own multimedia making process and Kiesler’s notion of an ever-evolving 
‘endless’ architecture, they are subject to a similar critical mistranslation. The notion of 
a truly adaptive and fluid architecture is difficult to spatialise and represent, for as soon 
as it is represented it runs the risk of becoming constrained by its own representation. 
Kiesler’s representations of the Endless House, for example, begin with expressive 
brush strokes which provide a bare abstraction of spaces, which in a way can be seen 
as an attempt to evoke a sense of transformation by bypassing any representation of 
the totality of its architectural form. However, they culminate in more definitive and 
representational cast models, which in their attempt to spatialise a fluid and adaptive 
spatial scenario have become inert and stable. A similar comment can be applied 
to my own process. The balance model, itself crucial for depicting the apartment as 
an adaptive equilibrium answerable to the psychical needs of its occupants, can be 
alternately read as capturing an inert and precarious relationship between the existing 
constraints of the generic apartment and its occupants. Even in beginning to speculate 
on spatial outcomes through animated sequences, the full intent of spatialising an 
ever-changing architecture which responds to and enriches imaginative and tactical 
practices is simplified—reduced to an illustration of the predictable movement of 
otherwise inert spaces. There is a tension within architectural representation in which 
the more an outcome is represented in its totality, the more perceptible and predictable 
its transformative and adaptive capacities become. As a speculation which aims to 
uncover the imaginative and tactical capacities of the generic apartment, it became 
critical to contend with how the fluid modes of operation depicted throughout the 
creative research are translated into speculative architectures. 

The strategy that I have arrived at is a practice of characterisation, synthesised from 
previous explorations on the observed expressive modes of operation engaged 
in by the city’s occupants. It is through an imaginative occupation of the urban 
landscape, and the subsequent projection and reception of imaginative and tactically 
subversive or unexpected acts, that a sense of character is expressed. Much like the 
neighbouring occupants in Hitchcock’s Rear Window who are introduced reductively 
as ‘types’ conforming with observed tendencies, the act of characterising is not a 
true representation of the inner workings of an individual’s psyche, but rather an 
imaginative interpretation based on observable tendencies that remain, by definition, 
surface deep. In Rear Window, the continued observation of these characters results 
in their transformation in the eyes of the observer. For example, ‘Miss Lonely Hearts’ 
finds love, the newlyweds settle into the rhythms of married life, and the femme-fatale 
‘Miss Torso’ is in reality devoted to her partner, who returns at the film’s conclusion.69 
The observation to make here is that, while characterisation offers the observer a 
foothold of understanding through an expressive representation, the individuals 
themselves are never static or confined by the characterisation, for they routinely 
exceed the constraints of the representation itself. Characters therefore are subject 
to change: they develop, grow, adapt, and engage in tactics even when not overtly 
observed. 

69  Mirroring the opening sequence to close off the film, a continuous panning shot once again observes 
the neighbouring characters through their windows. Hitchcock, Alfred, Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window, 
01:46:00-01:47:00

The notion of an ‘elastic’ or ‘endless’ spatial practice plays out throughout many of 
Kiesler’s architectural works, which are presented in a wide range of multimedia design 
practices from model-making, sculpture, painting, and film.66 His speculation with 
the Endless House (1947-1960) encapsulate these key elements of his process and 
theoretical approach, reinterpreting the dwelling as a continuum of spaces with no 
beginning or end and which therefore “perform as a bodily supplement”67. Its non-
euclidean surfaces create pockets of habitable space which expand around the human 
body. In its speculative form, Keisler presents through the Endless House a vision of 
a fluid spatial practice that evolves, expands, and contracts to serve its inhabitants, 
ultimately seeking “flexibility, adaptability, and freedom amid the controlling, 
organizing, and delimiting automated systems and laboring practices of modern 
times.”68 To this extent, what is being conceptualised by the reinterpretation of the 
apartment dwelling as an evolving continuum of space is an insertion of the ‘endless’ 
into the framework of the spatially generic and contained.

66   Phillips, Elastic Architecture, 15
67  Phillips, Elastic Architecture, 24
68   Phillips, Elastic Architecture, 26

Figure 35. Frederick Kiesler, Endless House interior drawing (1951)
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Translating this practice of characterisation into an architectural speculation capable 
of remaking the apartment, it is imagined as an expressive framework, one that 
tactically reworks, or poaches, the existing generic gridded structure. To this end, 
a zone of free-play is introduced at the building’s façade, one where the occupants 
announce a certain expressive character particular to them (see Fig. 36 and 47). 
Returning to the notion of the dwelling as a balanced continuum between a retreat 
into the realm of the sensory, and an outward projection and reception of imaginative 
acts, the notion of character is what sits in between. Like the analysis of the balcony 
threshold, character can be read as the threshold between interior and exterior life, 
something that offers a window into the depths of the psyche, while also masking 
the richness and depths of its entirety. Viewing the speculation as a framework which 
houses these expressive characters, and facilitating their continual transformation and 
adaptation, a sense of mobility is produced which transcends the representation of the 
architecture itself. 

Figure 36. Characterised architecture of the Pigeon Lady, drawings Figure 37. Still frames from animated drawing, depicting mobile characterised architectures
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A similar expressive framework can be noted in the work of Lacaton and Vassal, with 
their architectural approach also being highly tactical (see Fig. 38). An example of both 
tactics as an architectural ethos, as well as the utilisation of architecture to produce 
the opportunities for character-like expressiveness, is seen in their alterations to a 
series of apartment buildings in Grand Parc, Bordeaux (2016). Aside from the obvious 
parallels to my own architectural speculation as a reworking of generic apartment 
conditions, Lacaton and Vassal employ what I argue to be a highly tactical practice. 
Utilising the structure of three 1960s housing blocks that had otherwise been slated 
for demolition70, extensions to each dwelling were grafted onto the original facades, 
thereby adding winter gardens and open air balconies to each apartment—all without 
displacing the occupants during construction.71 This approach to the architectural 
practice brings into frame larger questions revolving around sustainability, achieved by 
a tactical reworking of existing built fabric. 

The architecture provided through their tactical practices are understated and bare, yet 
it is in their generous addition of freely useable floor area (extending each apartment 
outward by 3.8 meters72) that the true transformative nature of their intervention is 
expressed. Occupants have since transformed these new threshold spaces at will, 
filling them with a bricolage of assorted domestic scenes thereby transforming the 
apartment’s facade into a “giant theatre”73 of the domestic. In their creation of this 
threshold which contains and presents the lives within while allowing the space for 
expressive occupation to take hold, Lacaton and Vassal transform the facade into an 
ever-adapting and changing cast of characters - offering a foothold into the lives of the 
occupants within. 

In further progressing my own speculation of the generic apartment complex, I begin 
to explore possibilities for representing characterisation as a means for amplifying the 
expressive and transformative capacities of apartments. What would occur, and what 
transformation and enrichment would be possible, if the expressive tendencies which 
take hold of the architecture of Lacaton and Vassal were further amplified? How could 
this impact urban life more broadly?

In addressing these questions, I welcomed a cast of colourful fictionalised characters 
to the apartment complex, each born from my own narrative observations and 
experiences of Auckland City.

70  Slessor, “Grand Parc, Bordeaux review - a rush of light, air and views,” Paragraph 1
71  Slessor, “Grand Parc, Bordeaux review - a rush of light, air and views,” Paragraph 4
72  Slessor, “Grand Parc, Bordeaux review - a rush of light, air and views,” Paragraph 8
73  Slessor, “Grand Parc, Bordeaux review - a rush of light, air and views,” Paragraph 4

Figure 38. (Left) Lacaton and Vassal, alteration of apartments, Grand Parc, Bordeaux (2016). Collage 
highlights the expressive extensions added at the original facades.



 PART THREE: 
IMAGINATION UNLEASHED

Figure 39. Imagination unleashed 69
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Architecture, like its occupants, are shown to be capable of continuous flux with 
tactical shifts producing ripples of imaginative enrichment which then feed back into 
the urban fabric itself.

As previously argued, the apartment interiors are thought of as composing sensory 
realms representationally limited. Primary, they are felt domains mapping tightly 
to the bodies drawn into them. Further, they are the spaces which restore the 
imaginative capacity of the individual precisely through subduing the communicative 
and representational demands otherwise present in daily life. Tactically countering 
the generic apartment’s inability to shelter a substantive, private interior life–or, as 
Bachelard’s topoanalysis would have it, one capable of sheltering daydreams75–I have 
sought to build in an idiosyncratic, spatial intensity. In place of the generic division of 
units, unifying floor plates and non-load bearing parallel party walls, I have conceived 
of tactically adaptive partition walls (see Fig. 41 on the following page). These new 
insertions, contrary to the unvarying grid of the generic apartment, are intended to be 
reshaped and reconfigured over time. 

75  Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 6

I want to start this final section of the thesis with a lengthy quotation by Elaine 
Scarry. While I have insisted across this research on the potency of the imagination 
to mobilise and remake apartment living, in the end it is via a making-actual that the 
collective worth of a dream can be assessed and extended. Scarry puts it this way:

Imagining a city, the human being “makes” a house; imagining a political 
utopia, he or she instead helps to build a country; imagining the elimination 
of suffering from the world, the person instead nurses a friend back to 
health. Although, however, artifice is more modest and fragmentary than 
imagining, its objects have the immense advantage over imagined objects 
of being real, and because real, shareable; and because the objects are 
sharable, in the end artifice has a scale as large as that in imagining 
because its outcome is for the first time collective...

...because each person’s made objects now inhabit the sharable external 
space outside his own body accessible to all, the objects he makes can be 
coupled with those objects made by the second person, and the third, and 
so the large imagined town gets made.74 

With these thoughts in mind, my research culminates in a speculative rebalancing of 
the generic apartment complex. In facing a generically preformed world, I have aimed 
to rework its reductive spaces by implanting an expressive continuum that depicts 
dwelling in complex extended ways. Such reworking is richly imaginative indexed as 
it is to sheltering, stimulating, and reflecting on the operative needs and desires of 
the psyche. More suggestive than representational, this speculative proposal affirms 
the richness of tactical possibilities in the 21st century, even within an enveloping 
globalised context that seeks to anticipate any and all deviations.

The architecture within the expressive and adaptive spectrum conceived for the 
apartments plays out in four interconnected zones, each intending to enrich one 
another. The ‘Bodily Interior’ explores a reworking of the apartment interior as a realm 
of sensory inhabitation, providing refrains and refuge from the over-communicative 
nature of daily life. Nevertheless, the interior proceeds in a movement outward, 
breaking from the confines of the apartment via what I have termed ‘Escape 
Machines’. Developed from the research’s initial design explorations, the Escape 
Machines are imagined as highly mobile architectures that express the particular 
character-affinities of particular occupants. The Escape Machines provide an 
adaptive balance point between the interior life of the apartment dwellings and 
a new expressive threshold at and beyond the building’s current edge. Poaching 
the apartment’s generic structure, an engineered timber framework is inserted out 
beyond the window threshold and provides a zone within which an architecture of 
tactics, performativity and free-play can take hold. The third zone, referred to as the 
‘Transversal’, similarly occupies the timber framework and permits the potential 
for connection and interaction, both spatial and social, between individual Escape 
Machines and in what becomes an extended expressive territory beyond the facade. 
Finally, the ‘Anonymous’ zone entails the neighbouring adjacent outlook spaces beyond 
the apartment building. This zone is occupied by city occupants beyond the apartment 
itself who may be affected by, or drawn into, the expressive and performative 
interactions emanating from the facade. The facade becomes a mediator and 
proliferator of unexpected ‘events’ exceeding the generic city’s truncated performative 
capacity. What is presented then is a vision for unleashing the imagination, but within a 
finite architecture itself mobilised by the expressive acts of its occupants. 

74   Scarry, The Body in Pain, 171
Figure 40. The Bodily Interior, paintings reworking the apartment’s plan in seeking a spectrum of intense 
sensory occupation
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Imagined as a series of plywood panels, the partitions are intended to evolve 
according to the demands of occupants, who would engage in a practice of 
negotiation between neighbouring units. The walls of one unit say, may bulge out into 
another to accommodate for a reading nook, a generosity which is balanced in another 
area of the dwelling with the floor area of a rarely-used spare room relinquished to 
accommodate the neighbour’s desire for a larger kitchen. Rather than forming inert 
casts which restrict the modes of dwelling within, the party walls succumb to the 
pressures of dwelling on either side. They buckle to accommodate greater levels 
of sensory occupation, unique to the requirements of each occupant. In a generic 
architecture, for which there are “no walls, only partitions”76–themselves without load-
bearing requirements–such divisions are tactically remade. 

76  Koolhaas, “Junkspace,” 176

Figure 41. The Bodily Interior: Escaping the strategic cast. The interior party walls give way to the intense occupation of the apartment interiors, 
buckling under the intensity of sensory occupation on either side.

Figure 42. The Bodily Interior, paintings reworking the apartment’s plan in seeking a spectrum of intense 
sensory occupation
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The logic of malleability has been applied at other levels of the sensory dwelling too. 
Conceived of as micro-architectures remaking the apartment’s interior, apartment 
interior partitions are replaced with laminated cardboard structures able to be freely 
manipulated or remade by their inhabitants. Occupants in turn become the architects 
of the walls and furnishing, crafting their dwelling to suit the specific sensory ends 
they desire. While speculative, the use of cardboard was imagined as a material which 
could provide a tactical advantage, in that it is easily understood and manipulated 
with the most basic resources on hand to every occupant. Cutting, folding, creasing, 
puncturing – all with minimal complications, occupants are free to imaginatively 
transform the dwellings, the micro-architectures they form housing a spectrum of 
intensities which are otherwise resisted in the generic apartment. The apartment 
interior becomes highly transformable according to the occupant’s desires. A temporal 
dimension to the apartment’s occupancy is also introduced; new tenants would be free 
to create their own impressions of dwelling through these tactile cardboard surfaces. 
At the end of the occupancy, these micro-architectures could simply be recycled and 
replaced, leaving a fresh surface to be transformed by future occupants. What is being 
imagined here is a tactical reinvention of the generic apartment’s aversion to all traces 
of living as such. 

The continuum of sensory occupation extends to the shifting threshold at the 
apartment’s original facade, where the acts of dwelling become communicative, and 
the lives within the apartment are expressed through a final iteration of the ‘Escape 
Machines’ as earlier conceived. Through a tactical poaching of the apartment’s 
generic grid-like structure by the engineered timber framework, a new threshold is 
formed which allows for an expressive extension of the dwelling.  Expanding into this 
threshold, the Escape Machines tactically bridge between interior and exterior life, both 
psychically and spatially. The ambiguous nature of this new threshold, with its ability to 
adapt over time and to provide idiosyncratic modes of dwelling that are neither entirely 
interior nor fully exterior, public nor private, reworks Deleuze’s conception of ‘folded’ 
space in its interior pocketing of instances of the outside. 

Engaging in a practice of characterisation, the architectures of the Escape Machines 
are inspired by my own narrative observations of characters who occupy the 
city, exploring the infinite tactical modes of operation an individual might engage 
with in seeking psychic balance and enrichment within a context which resists 
the imagination. The cast of characters invoked here–themselves presenting an 
exaggeration of particular expressive tendencies–include the Pigeon Lady, the 
Instagram Influencer, the Boombox Carrier, the Opera Singer, and the Cultivator. As 
character types, they are not thought of as representative of the full complexities 
individual occupants hold; rather, they contain within them a certain unknowable 
quality which can only be speculated on. The Escape Machines, as speculative 
character architectures, are imagined to evolve and adapt. Much like Kiesler’s pursuit 
of ‘endless’ space, these are architectures which shape themselves in response to 
the tendencies and transformation of their occupants, rather than prescribing certain 
dwelling conditions to which its occupants then conform. These architectures and 
the expressive territories they form, captured in snapshots in the speculation of the 
reimagined apartment, decisively transform. Much like the characters they reflect, 
they take on lives of their own prompting curious observers to further speculate 
imaginatively. 

Figure 43. The Bodily Interior, sketches of evolving micro-architectures
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Figure 44. Escape Machines transform the facade into an expressive zone of dwelling, extending the 
continuum of micro-architectures beyond the apartment’s interior



While the Boombox Carrier projects their territories outward through a proliferation 
of sound, the Netflix watcher communicates an inward-facing quality, exhibiting 
an escape from direct outward communication altogether. The polycarbonate clad 
architecture of the Netflix Watcher’s Escape Machine is a view-obscuring enclosure, 
composing a nest within which the watcher augments the views of the city beyond 
the window threshold with filmic scenes. Their Escape Machine literally allows for an 
escape into the cocooning projection of TV series and film worlds.

Rather than conforming to a predefined mode of inhabiting generic urban landscapes, 
the Escape Machines facilitate desires by inhabitants to engage tactically with the 
given. Themselves interacting, architectural characterisations over time dissolve the 
gridded, reductive framework of the generic apartment itself. 

Figure 45.  (Above and Right) The Netflix Watcher’s filmic world of enclosure. Stills from an animation 
illustrating the expressive nature of the Escape Machines.
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Figure 46. Escape Machines: Ambiguous Thresholds. Axonometric cutaway of the Netflix Watcher’s Escape 
Machine displays the transformation of the threshold at the apartment’s façade
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The ‘Transversal’ explores shifting and interchangeable connective architectures. 
These architectures form unexpected connections and reactive spaces between 
neighbouring Escape Machines and occupants, cutting into floor slabs and extending 
across the facade. It is an architecture of free-play, and begins to blend and challenge 
particular characterization associated with individual apartments. To use Maldiney’s 
terms, the connective architectures of the Transverse favour the potential for 
imaginative enrichment through exposure to unexpected ‘events’. 

Figure 47. Transverse Connections. The expressive nature of the facade gives way to unexpected encounters 
and connections
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Figure 48. Cultivators, Pigeon Feeders, Netflix Watchers. The facade is reimagined as an expressive realm

A cluster of pigeon-feeding enthusiasts may employ watchtower-like connective 
structures, cutting across the façade (See Fig. 47).  Between them, cultivating 
residents form extended gardening spaces, traversing the facade with suspended 
walkways (See Fig. 48). And tucked in between is a Netflix watcher, their constantly 
illuminated world lighting the garden, rarely peering out of their dwelling but emerging 
occasionally to help water the plants.
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The Escape Machine and Transverse connections of the Opera Singer extend 
vertically, linked their unit to the vacant one above (See Fig. 49). Through breaching 
the apartment’s horizontal partitioning, recording and performance spaces are added 
to the Opera Singer’s domain. Offered too is the potential for internal and external 
connections to be made between other occupants in this way. An opening roof 
transforms the external walkway from the floor above into a listening deck, while an 
extension to the adjacent walkway offers neighbouring occupants a space to engage 
with the performance. 

Figure 49. Opera Singer’s Escape Machine and Transverse connections
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It is through the unexpected interactions which unfold in these connective 
architectures that the distance and detachment instituted by the generic apartment 
is challenged. Earlier in the research, exploration of the anechoic chamber as both 
a silencing mechanism of lived vitality, or, conversely, as a retreat from impinging 
global and local noise, can be compared to Haus Rucker Co.’s installation, Oasis 
No.7 (1972). The pneumatic installation, while akin to an anechoic-like isolation, also 
bears similarities to the expressive architectures of the Escape Machines and the 
Transverse, with a key difference—it remained hermetically sealed, its bubble-like 
membrane acting as a “didactic tool that privileged detachment over immersion.”77 
This example is introduced as it illustrates quite clearly how the expressive threshold 
in my own culminating project differs—the proverbial bubble of detachment has been 
burst, allowing for the potential influx of unexpected and enriching encounters and 
interactions.

The characters who populate the speculative apartment thus assume multiple 
complex dimensions precisely through their interactions. They develop nuanced 
modes of operating which begin to dissolve the stereotypical characteristics otherwise 
defining them. A parallel can be made here to the studies by German sociologist, 
Niklas Luhmann, and his notion of interpersonal penetration. Luhmann’s description of 
the emerging nature of the modern era in the 20th century share some aspects with 
that of Georg Simmel, and later, Franco Berardi, in that each comes to recognise how 
increased communicational demands strain and redefine the psyches of individuals. 
In Luhmann’s case, his focus is on the impact such conditions have on the ability 
to form and maintain personal, intimate relationships. As he notes, two forms of 
interpersonal relationships can be recognised: the impersonal, and the intensive.78 
Impersonal relationships are described by Luhmann as a practice of characterisation, 
or a generalisation of observed individuals based on the communicative nature 
of daily life. Individuals are reduced to recognisable characteristics—“policeman, 
salesman, switchboard operator”.79 Such characterisations reflect the incessant 
distancing attributed in this research as symptomatic of globalising, commodifying 
tendencies. What is sought in the expressive remaking of the apartment facade, 
and with the transverse connections formed across it, is a rebalancing favouring 
intensive relationships. Luhmann describes this form of social relationship as one 
where the “unique attributes of each person, or ultimately all their characteristics, 
become significant.”80 Within the expressive facade zone, the impersonal relationships 
otherwise defining apartment interrelationships are given opportunity to shift into 
intensive relationships.

This intensification then, when read in combination with the sensory depths of 
the apartment interiors, offers adaptive apartment dwelling, one that facilitates 
an equilibrium supportive of psychical balance. The imagination is enriched with 
projective, unexpected encounters, while also attending to the ability to sense and 
respond to the kaleidoscope of activity and communication present on the facade 
and in the city beyond. Hence the dwelling strives to maintain a state of openness so 
important in Maldiney’s sense of dynamically maintained well-being.

Lastly, the expressive augmenting of the generic apartment potentiates connections to 
form beyond the apartment itself. The fourth explorative zone, the ‘Anonymous’, entails 
testing for potential points of contact that may form within the surrounding generic, 
anonymous urban context. 

77  Simbürger, “Utopia’s Bubbles,” 171
78  Luhmann, Love as Passion : The Codification of Intimacy, 12
79  Luhmann, Love as Passion : The Codification of Intimacy, 13
80   Luhmann, Love as Passion : The Codification of Intimacy, 13

Figure 50. Haus Rucker Co. - Oasis No. 7 (1972)
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Shifting architectures come to pull the activity from the streets below up into the fray 
of activity on the apartment’s facade. An extension of the Opera Singer’s dwelling, for 
instance, takes the form of an expanded stage, inviting city dwellers to take part in the 
projective performativity emanating from within the dwelling (See Fig. 51).

Figure 51. Imaginative ripples into the urban fabric. Mobile extensions to dwellings provide surfaces for 
engagement with the anonymous public
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Figure 52. (Left and Below) Mobile extension to the Opera Singer’s dwelling pulls city dwellers from the streets 
below into the drama taking place at the facade. Stills from animation
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A proliferation of expressive architectures, with their ever-complexifying 
interconnections, makes imaginable a ‘runaway’ scenario in which connection is 
achieved between otherwise disjointed neighbouring apartments. The urban landscape 
would then be utterly transformed with its generic structures giving way to a city-wide 
performance of the tactical operations of diverse inhabitants and multiplex modes of 
inhabitation.

Figure 53. Imagination unleashed. An expressive takeover of the city through shifting, 
connective architectures.
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Viewing this speculation in an overarching sense, there remains the question of how 
the tactical, evolving spaces of the apartment are produced and mobilised across 
time. While the architectural speculation presented here illustrates an array of tactical 
practices, undeniably what is presented here arises as an outcome of my own 
attempts to conceive of various ways of operating–it relies, in other words, on a single 
‘architect’s’ interpretation of an intensely complex global landscape. If these spatial 
‘tactics’ are represented by the hand of a single architect, are they still truly subversive, 

or even tactical in the anonymous, depersonalised way Certeau sees the everyday 
operating? Additionally, can the practice of architecture ever be truly resistive if it is 
governed and standardised by strategic powers far outside its control? In addressing 
these paradoxes in the research, a final, ambivalent character has been invoked to play 
out such ambiguities. I have termed this character the Crane Operator, giving them not 
a place of operation on the façade as such, but an overhead role, at once connected 
and disengaged.

Figure 54. Architecture as a cognitive map. A schematic section illustrating the insertion of timber 
structural framework, which enables the expressive architecture of the facade to erupt.
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At one level the Crane Operator serves to address the operative demands of the ever-
changing façade performances and their opportunistic interconnections. Dwelling 
above and below the fray of the ever-evolving apartment complex, they assume, 
perhaps on a voluntary, rotating basis, the role of a care-taker who attends to the 
needs and desires of both the building and its occupants. This situation of overseeing 
finds mirror in a workshop domain, situated below ground (see Fig. 55). From there the 
variously scaled modulations of façade and interior are worked on and formed. So for 
instance, cardboard is recycled and refabricated, spaces are assembled and tinkered 
with, leftover materials repurposed and redistributed into tactical additions requested 

by the building’s occupants. When not below ground, the Crane Operator dwells in 
the sky occupying a linear mobile gantry sitting above the gridded, engineered timber 
framework (See Fig. 56). From there they orchestrate the field of operations facilitating 
the façade interventions. In this realm the Crane Operator reflects, looking over the 
activity of the facade, mobilising the architecture through a constant negotiation 
and reconfiguration of its expressive and connective spaces. Their role is that of a 
democratic bricoleur, administering maintenance and care with the resources to hand.

Figure 55. The Crane Operator’s dwelling, plan
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On the other hand, the Crane Operator’s invented character also carries a raft of 
questions about the role of the architect and their inherent desire to see things whole. 
The architect, as the individual who, in idealised senses, attempts to anticipate, 
understand and restore a sense of perspective to everything, is tasked, much as the 
Crane Operator is, with an impossibility. Operating in the shadow of the avant garde 
and its utopian ideals, the machinery of societal betterment imagined by this project 
is also called into question. Can architects themselves account for and engineer 
societal betterment? Is their place now one of exile or withdrawal? The Crane Operator 
embodies these conflicts.

Another way of framing this is that the desire to find a figure of and for totality can be 
aligned with Frederic Jameson’s appeal to the cognitive map. For Jameson, cognitive 
mapping—a term borrowed from Kevin Lynch’s The Image of the City (1960)—depicts 
the essential cognitive processes whereby orientation to complex contexts and 
circumstances are achieved via a mental image of its totality. Cognitive maps then can 
be viewed as an imaginative practice, one where a mental representation is achieved 
of “what we know, want to know, cannot know, or do not want to know about our 
respective social situatedness.”81 Such a practice is by definition never complete, but 
for Jameson the cognitive map remains a necessary prerequisite for any worthwhile 
speculation over hopeful futures.82 

In many ways, what this research itself presents is a cognitive map, with myself as 
the mapper. What is captured by the character of the Crane Operator, in turn, are the 
limitations built into this practice of figuration, of making things graspable, predictable 
and present. If my speculative architecture is a cognitive map of sorts, it necessary 
offers a shortfall of an artefactual nature when seen through the quotation beginning 
this part by Elaine Scarry—it is a thing awaiting a further coupling with actuations 
of the imagination, actuations no doubt made richer when grasped tactically. The 
practice of figuration will always be undermined by tactical practices. The apartment’s 
residents, responding creatively to their shifting architectures, exist in a state of 
transformation, or a state of openness in other words. And yet, the mediating role 
of the Crane Operator is integral to sustaining the balance of this openness relative 
to the tactical operations driving this transformation. Their practice of observing, 
planning, fixing, and reflecting is never complete, constantly attempting to cognitise 
and represent the unpredictable, not in order to find closure but to maintain and 
facilitate its openness. Paradoxically, it is through a desire to see and understand all, 
that the Crane Operator facilitates the undermining, tactical forces of the apartment’s 
occupants which in turn transform its generic structure into one that never remains 
static. As a reflection on the role of the architectural more generally, the Crane 
Operator embodies a role centred on care, rather than mastery. Architecture, through 
this speculation, has been envisioned as a practice with no beginning or end—it is 
imagined as an ever-evolving continuum, within which the sustaining of the richness 
and transformative potential of its inhabitants is the goal.

81  Gallego, “Topographies of Resistance,” 22 
82  Jameson’s cognitive mapping is linked to the formation of hopeful utopias, where “Utopias stand on 

the shoulders of cognitive maps.” Buchanan, Fredric Jameson: Live Theory, 113

Figure 56. An ever transforming architecture: the Crane Operator carries the Boombox Carrier across 
the facade, on their way to DJ at an impromptu party, perhaps?
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REFLECTION AND CONCLUSION
The research began by casting a critical lens over the reductive nature of globalisation, 
for which the apartment complex offers a particular vantage. Urban life, and apartment 
dwelling, as a typology central to it, were read as contested spaces within which the 
individual contends with the immediate intrusiveness of life in the 21st century. The 
conventional notion of the dwelling as a space of sheltering or retreat, both physically 
and psychically, clearly doesn’t stand up in the context of an enveloping blanket of 
global systems which interiorise everything. What this thesis has proposed is that 
central to any kind of resistance to an unrelenting intrusive interiorisation are tactical 
practices, a contrary making-do whose efficacy ultimately rests on the powers of 
the imagination. The imagination counters strategically imposed forces by seeing 
them otherwise. The generic architecture of the apartment is one such strategic 
concretisation itself susceptible to, and in urgent need of, tactical remaking. As such, 
a particular architectural type has been used here as a vehicle to speculate on a 
framework where the tactical, resistive, and the imaginative modes of daily life may 
flourish. 

To create perfect architecture was not the goal. Instead, architecture as a spatial 
and speculative practice have been used to draw out expressive territories, which 
themselves ultimately call for a more richly performative city. To this end, the 
expressive characters which give this research life, who give the architecture form, and 
who capture the ever-shifting imaginative navigation of a world that remains beyond 
figuration and is at times overbearing, are the stars of the drama I have crafted here. 
As an investigation into the dynamic and performative aspects of the imagination, 
the research offers a speculative architecture played out from my immediate vantage 
in Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland. Ultimately, this thesis calls for a more performative, 
enriching city. 

A parallel orienting the research’s speculative methods is the work of architect Yona 
Friedman, particularly as seen in his Ville Spatiale (1958-1960). Friedman’s speculation 
on revised urban life proposed a similar gridded framework I have offered here, one 
which founds a framework for expressive spatial play. Moreover, much as I have 
aimed to make imaginable, this formal play for Friedman attempts to liberate the 
expressive potential of individuals themselves made designer-implementors: “The 
user-self planner can install anything, even a tower into that grid. Imagine, having 
improvised volumes ‘floating’ in space, like balloons.”83 What is essential here is 
not the architecture itself, but the adaptive and socially expressive qualities that 
Friedman’s speculation injects into urban life and its spatial practices. Friedman refers 
to this essential quality as improvisation84, in other words, an architecture capable of 
engaging in an expressive trial-and-error process. To borrow Friedman’s terminology, 
what has been highlighted in the culmination of this research is an architecture of 
improvisation - ever shifting, tactically seeking new opportunities, and imaginatively 
enriching.

83   Friedman, “Interview with Yona Friedman” Paragraph 9
84  On the notion of fluidity and adaptability, Friedman says - “I am looking for techniques that will enable 

people a trial-and-error planning process where nothing is completely fixed or fixed very minimally. 
Only then can architecture be called truly mobile.” Friedman, “Interview with Yona Friedman” Paragraph 
6

Figure 57. Yona Friedman, Ville Spatiale Studies (1958-59), drawings
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A criticism of the kind of speculation presented by this practice-based research 
could be its reliance on the imaginary. That it is too removed from architecture in 
its conventional, realist senses to be applied in any meaningful way. Architectural 
theorist Neil Leach, for instance, offers a similar critique of the imagination in his 
essay, “The Aesthetic Cocoon” (2001). For Leach, imagination in the 21st century 
risks escapism, one he sees evidenced in aspects of the blasé personality outlined by 
Georg Simmel.85 Imaginative withdrawal is viewed by Leach as risking a detachment 
from the realities of the world. As he puts it, when faced with the unfathomable nature 
of an all-encompassing global condition, the individual “resorts to the realms of 
dream and fantasy”.86 Aligning the imagination with the flights of fantasy associated 
with spectacle, Leach points to the effects of advertising, glossy magazines, and 
picture-perfect luxury spaces that seek to subdue the individual through imaginative 
capture. As he says, the result is a “cocooning”87 in worlds of “comfort and sensory 
gratification”88, ignorant of the inequities of a broader world order. 

Leach’s identification of this escapist mode of the imagination carries merit. At times I 
have been carried by this impulse in the research. The notion of ‘escape’ was certainly 
the first instinctual response to the conditions presented by the generic apartment, 
with its scopic and administrative cruelties. Certainly too, escapist tendencies are 
evident in the characters that populate the final proposal. However, Leach’s reading 
of the imagination differs from the findings of this thesis in that the imagination’s 
alignment here with tactical transformation in fact opens toward the world changed, 
even if only minutely. The reductive conditions of globalisation, for which the 
apartment unit is plain enough carrier, are imaginatively remade, not in the sense of 
an escape into a utopic detachment from reality, but as a speculative reframing of 
lived experience. I have asked in fact how architecture might both free and amplify 
imagination itself—a freeing far from Leach’s cocoon. A better way of understanding 
my position is that imagination doesn’t stand aside distinct from reality; it is in fact 
intertwined and integral with it at every turn.

As such, decisions were made throughout the research which contended with a 
balancing between reality and the imagined, ultimately embracing the imaginative 
components of architectural speculation to draw out both the realities and the 
potential of the existing. It was for this reason that the final speculation forgoes much 
of the realism a conventional architectural proposal would contain—for example, 
the lack of focus on specific site conditions. By framing the speculation within a 
generic, fictional context based loosely on the lived experience within city apartments, 
rather than grounding the research within a specific site in Tāmaki Makaurau 
Auckland, a broader investigative  scale and orientation has been made possible. 
What such speculation has allowed, I argue, is an exploration of the adaptability of 
the generic and reductive spaces which continue to proliferate within the present 
built environments of the 21st century. Through the embracing of the transformative 
potential of the imagination, what has been explored in its broadest sense is the notion 
of sustainability, and the impact architecture as both a practice and as a speculative 
tool can have in enriching and sustaining what already exists.

85  Leach draws parallels to Simmel’s blase individual, “who ‘resists’ the city”. Leach, “The Aesthetic 
Cocoon,” 107

86  Leach, “The Aesthetic Cocoon,” 107
87  Leach, “The Aesthetic Cocoon,” 110
88  Leach, “The Aesthetic Cocoon,” 110

Figure 58. Contending with context in the early stages of the culminating project
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The research then is a starting point in addressing an urgent need to examine the 
sustainability of life in the 21st century. Sustainability, in the context of this research, 
refers not only to ecological awareness but to a more encompassing notion—it 
becomes a question of how to make life itself liveable within overbearing conditions, 
how to operate within intense urban environments, and how life in these environments 
might become increasingly liveable, indeed what would make them deeply satisfying. 
In this sense, architecture has been used to investigate what sustainability might look 
like when understood as a necessary and urgent sustaining of the imagination.

Sustainability rethought as an attendance on the psyche and its ability to imagine 
seems most pressing in contexts made ever more complex, but also as a psychical 
tool for remaining open to the mobility and eventfulness of life itself. As such, my 
reinterpretation of the apartment dwelling as a mobile continuum attends to the 
psyche and its projection of social richness beyond the apartment’s previously 
reductive confines. What has been explored through these gestures is how an 
attendance to the psyche and the imagination may also play a critical role in sustaining 
the diversity of social and cultural expression necessary for an enriched social 
ecosystem overall. 

On the other hand, sustainability is read in the research’s tactical approach to the 
spatial practice—to use what exists, and to utilise architecture as a lever to draw 
out new levels of built and lived enrichment. The notion of utilising the existing is 
also a highly ecologically sustainable practice, which provides in itself an element 
of immediate realism. The timber framework that has been inserted into the 
existing generic concrete structures house the fluid and imaginative architectures 
which populate the speculative apartment, but also spatialise the project’s tactical 
methodologies in a way that has implications for sustainable, realist practices 
of architectural construction. Sustainability has been explored here then through 
speculating on the adaptive capacities of existing architectures. What exists can 
be reimagined rather than remade, and what is added could have both socially and 
ecologically sustainable benefits. This is a field of research that is gaining prevalence, 
as the need to address the ongoing climate crisis forces a reconsideration of the 
conventional practices of design and construction. As Lacaton and Vassal proclaim: 
“Never demolish, never remove or replace, always add, transform, and reuse!”89 
Architectural writer Oliver Wainwright has called for a similar ethos, asking if it is 
possible for the practice of architecture to shift to one of maintenance and enrichment, 
indeed to “continue to make and remake our cities out of what is already there”.90 

This creative research then rests on a similar logic, but in which the ‘city’ is composed 
of not just its architecture, but the characters and minds along with the social 
interactions and its attendant fields of expression and surprises they house. It has 
searched for value in what exists, with architecture acting as an explorative framework 
which receives, enables, and enriches. Ultimately, what has been explored is how rich 
life in the 21st century could become precisely on the basis that we remain capable of 
imagining it.

89  Slessor, “Grand Parc, Bordeaux review - a rush of light, air and views,” Paragraph 7
90  Wainwright, “The case for… never demolishing another building,” Paragraph 1

Figure 59. (Left) Sustaining the imagination, drawing/collage
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APPENDIX

Figure 61. Exploring character architectures, collage

Figure 60. Kiraku Ramen, photo



111Figure 62. Doodles of city characters, drawing
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Narrative excerpt from notebook dated 4th September, 2021
The fear-harbouring basement

‘I’m allowed to be here.’
‘...am I allowed to be here?’
‘I’m...allowed to be here’

It was silly. This was my apartment, my dwelling - and yet, wandering 
through  the basement carpark I couldn’t help but feel a sense of guilt. I had 
made it a point to act as naturally as possible, which turned out to be easier 
said than done. Between my covert photography of odd nooks, mechanical 
boxes and elevator cores, I couldn’t help but nervously glace around, my 
eyes darting around the uncomfortably bright concrete expanse for any 
sign of stern, uniformed guards. Affixed to every other column were notices 
warning of active video surveillance, not so gentle reminders that yes, “YOU 
ARE ON CAMERA.” I noticed my gestures becoming involuntarily theatrical 
- an exaggerated swinging of my arms with every step, head bobbing to 
non-existent music playing from my headphones - kept silent, of course, 
should I miss the signs of someone approaching. I’m sure this all did 
nothing but made me look more suspicious, but in my mind this over-acting 
was a necessary manoeuvre -  I couldn’t risk the blurry gaze of the cameras 
misinterpreting my peaceful, albeit undeniably strange, intentions. 

I had never been so deep in the basement levels. It was unsettling to think 
that sitting below the cushy bedroom I was so accustomed to was such an 
eerie labyrinth of storage lockers, hissing pipes and air conditioning units. 
Beyond our own storage locker (opened briefly when first handed the keys 
to our unit and then never again), and the rubbish room located conveniently 
right next to the elevators, the basement was uncharted territory. I had 
made it my quest for the afternoon to demystify it, to dispell the nagging 
discomfort that presented itself every time a trip to the rubbish room was in 
order.

And still, after spending a half hour wandering the strange edges of the 
basement, I cannot imagine its workings any better. I lost sight of the 
entrance fairly quickly, a half turn obscuring the remaining pockets of 
natural light, my only way of orienting outside from in, from view. Before 
long I had only the concrete walls to follow. I was led deeper through odd 
pockets and ramps and illuminated signage. All the while whispering under 
my breath, practising what I’d say if approached by one of the building’s 
security officers.

‘Oh, I live in unit 1122! Just exploring and taking photos of the storage 
lockers.’

No, that wouldn’t do - That’s something a crook would say, while making 
note of potential hidden valuables. The anxious thoughts got the better of 
me after half an hour of steadily twisting a knot in my stomach, deciding 
ultimately that I could come back another day, that I’d tried hard enough for 
the time being. I was relieved to leave it behind, watching the elevator doors 
close and retreated to safety, 13 floors directly above.

Figure 63. The fear-harbouring basement
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Narrative excerpt from notebook: 
The Crane Operator

Grand steel prosthetic 
Impossibly gentle touch

God with hooks for hands

God waits, impatient.
High above plebeian land

Busting for a pee

Figure 64. (Right) Crane Operator Observations
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